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Abstract

The main goals for network capacity management are to reduce the con-
nection setup blocking probability as well as to increase resilience, stability,
and fairness. By reserving capacity, different Classes of Services (CoS) can
be guaranteed (in a statistical sense) a certain degree of Quality of Service
(QoS). A brief explanation of some of the issues relating to the topic of logical
link capacity management is given. Fundamentally different approaches for
resource reallocation are compared and their advantages and disadvantages
are discussed.

Demands for telecommunications services exhibit variations in time based
on office hours, tariff policies, special events (such as New Year’s Eve etc:).
The traditional way to provide enough resources under these circumstances
is to over-provision transmission capacity on all routes and to use various
overflow routing schemes. In an increasingly competitive world with a tele-
communication market where total demand is growing and new services ap-
pear at a high rate, over-provisioning is a doubtful solution.

Using circuit or channel bundling by means of logical links, allows for
traffic engineering, e:g: dynamic link re-dimensioning. Modern technology,
such as asynchronous transfer mode (ATM), uses logical links by means of
virtual paths. In recent years, the same concept is introduced for the Internet
by means of labelled switched paths. In the following, we assume the use of
ATM. By reserving transmission capacity on a series of links from one node
to another, and making a virtual path connection (VPC) between these nodes,
several benefits are obtained. Virtual paths enable segregation of traffics with
different QoS demands, simplify routing at transit nodes, and simplify con-
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nection admission control. Using virtual paths will also enable a higher level
of abstraction. With these paths, logical overlay networks can be established.
The problem of selecting routes and distributing resources to different virtual
paths is what is called VPC network management (VPCNM).

We study the possibilities of applying adaptive VPCNM to handle de-
mand variations for resources. This means that traffic variations are met by
adaptive reallocation of capacity and routes rather than by generous over-
provisioning. For this purpose, we have developed several new methods for
VPCNM.

The fact that there is a lack of comparisons between methods for VPC
management [30], makes it important to evaluate fundamentally different
methods. Methodologies are given to make such a comparison. The methods
have been categorized in the different ways that they calculate the capac-
ity distribution. A central approach uses global information about demands
and resources [3, 4], while decentralized approaches can be categorized into
distributed-iterative and local. The local approaches that we have evalu-
ated [55, 53, 56] use the number of connections in progress to decide how
much capacity that is needed during the next updating period. A distributed-
iterative approach uses a distributed way of calculating the capacity reserva-
tion [51, 52]. By evaluating these approaches, we have been able to do a
comparative evaluation of diverse performances. The work has mainly been
concentrated on developing decentralized approaches.

Finally, we extend the applicability and describe methods to guarantee a
certain level of service for Internet traffic by reserving capacity along fixed
logical paths. These methods periodically reallocate capacity, according to
measured traffic loads. The amount of needed capacity is calculated by using
a trade-off between connection rejection probability and the utilization of the
capacity. Two scenarios are considered. In the first one, a local area network
(LAN) reserves capacity to enable a minimum transmission speed for every
connection. Capacity is paid for according to how much that is reserved. The
second scenario considers an aggregated traffic generated by users having
limited transmission speed in their connection to the Internet (e:g: modem-
and mobile-users) and the operator of the network manages the capacity.
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Preface

I joined the University of Karlskrona/Ronneby in September 1995 and
was enrolled as a Ph.D. student at the department of communication sys-
tems, Lund Institute of Technology. In 2000 I enrolled at the University of
Karlskrona/Ronneby. I have worked in a project called SWAP (Swedish ATM
Platform), which has been funded by the Swedish National Board for Indus-
trial and Technical Development (NUTEK).

The thesis is organized as follows:

� Chapter 1 gives an introduction to logical link management. To delimit our
work from some of the closely related research areas, we briefly describe
them. Research is still going on in these areas, but some general knowledge
is recommended. It will give a better understanding of the whole concept
of trying to enable guarantees of the quality for different services. The main
contributions of our work are also presented.

� In chapter 2 various methodologies for capacity management are described.
The focus is laid on three approaches to calculate the resource allocation:
distributed-iterative, isolated, and adaptive. A central approach is also de-
scribed.

� In chapter 3 we compare seven different approaches. Important aspects
of what is to be compared are proposed. The evaluation shows the advan-
tages and disadvantages of the different approaches. Some of the problems
are discussed. The results will be published in [60], c IEEE.
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� In chapter 4 we explore the possibilities for capacity dimensioning for In-
ternet traffic. A method is proposed that make a trade-off between the
capacity utilization and the probability for connection setup rejection. Two
dynamic resource allocation schemes are also presented. Each one is tai-
lored for a special scenario. The allocation management is based on the
reported isolated approach and we also present a new method that takes
retrials into account. The traffic evaluated is generated by Web browsers.
The chapter has been published in [59], c Springer-Verlag.

� In chapter 5 the work is concluded together with proposals for future work.

Karlskrona, July 2000
Sven Olof Larsson
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

It is well known that traffic variations occur on a number of different time
scales from microseconds to years. In the order of hours, variations are caused
by the number of potential users, i:e: the number of users in a position where
they may use their equipment. Typical factors on this scale include weekdays,
office hours etc. Traditionally, these kinds of variations have been met by
over-provisioning together with various routing schemes. The current trend
of an increasing amount of mobile services will change the old traffic pattern.
The new broadband (high transmission speed) networks are also more vul-
nerable to link failures, which cause a vast amount of lost data. Therefore, a
more powerful tool is needed to cope with future unknown and highly vari-
able traffic. Modern technology such as asynchronous transfer mode (ATM),
deploys circuit or channel bundling by means of virtual paths (VPs) that in
fact are logical reconfigurable links. Networks of such links are referred to
as VP subnetworks. The same concept is currently introduced for use in the
Internet using logical paths. Customers can be allocated such a logical net-
work, which is referred to as a virtual private network (VPN) as described in
[29].
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

(d) Fixed(a) Centralized (c) Local(b) Distributed-
Iterative

Figure 1.1: Four approaches to VPC Network Management

In this thesis, we will explore the various possibilities to reallocate the
capacity of the physical links to the different logical links. This is done in
an ATM network, where a virtual path can be built by one or several VPs,
forming a VP connection (VPC) between an origin and a destination end-
point. The endpoints are switches, which we also refer to as nodes (which
are computer-based).
Basically, four distinct VPC management approaches are considered in the
literature [30]:

� Successive capacity reallocation redistributes capacity on a fixed VPC topol-
ogy.

� Successive topology reconfiguration establishes and/or tears down VPCs
within an existing VPC topology.

� Global reconfiguration consists of both global capacity reallocation and
global topology reconfiguration. This activity potentially affects all VPCs
in the network.

� Long-term planning derives a static (or general) set of VPCs and initial or
minimum capacity assignments for them.

Successive reallocations of reconfiguration may apply on a short time
scale. Such approaches should be used to quickly adapt to changes, possi-
bly at the expense of optimality.

On a medium time scale, global modifications can be used since there
is more time available for the modifications, which involve synchronization
of the actual changes. Both the topology and capacity allocation are to be
found. Many different methods for solving this kind of optimization problem
exist. The optimization problems are often difficult to solve and differ in the
objectives, constraints, and assumptions [1, 3, 4, 6, 23, 80].
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1.1. OVERVIEW

To dimension the physical network on the longest time scale, long-term
planning is used. It is a layered process since the network itself is layered.
The design process for each level contains capacity sizing and connection
routing. Each level is designed on quite different time scales. The needed ca-
pacity on the lowest level (e:g: optical fibres), decrease when capacity reser-
vations for the VPCs are reallocated [40, 81]. Less capacity is needed if the
reallocations are done more frequently. A permanent set of VPCs can be es-
tablished that ensures connectivity regardless of the successive modifications
[73]. A static minimum capacity can also be assigned to these. When di-
mensioning a broadband network it is essential that it is robust. Generally,
this means that more data is transported on fewer links. With gigabit bi-
trates on the links, the propagation time will be of more importance, since
the links will become some kind of buffers [46]. A link failure will cause a
vast amount of lost data. Having different mechanisms such as alternative
call routing and logical path routing and redimensioning can solve these sit-
uations. The robustness of the network can be increased by having backup
paths in case of node- and/or link-failures and by using path diversity [49].
With path diversity, the traffic between a node-pair is split evenly into several
VPCs. If one of these links fails, not all traffic will be affected. The problem of
dimensioning a network should take into account how capacity can be redis-
tributed dynamically. A further extension is so-called self -healing networks
[44, 45, 62, 71, 90]. Although the dimensioning of the network probably is
dependent on the kind of long-term strategy used, we have not investigated
this topic any further.

Our focus has been on evaluating different ways of doing successive ca-
pacity reallocation. This is motivated by the large potential for completely
new services, which makes the traffic much more variable compared to tra-
ditional telephone traffic. The reallocations have been done periodically. We
have also determined the optimal updating interval for the different appr-
oaches.

The fact that there is a lack of comparisons between approaches of differ-
ent categories [30], makes it important to evaluate ones that are fundamen-
tally different. We have grouped the approaches into four distinct categories:
central, distributed-iterative, local, and fixed as seen in Fig. 1.1. The fixed
approach does not alter allocations at all. The central one uses global infor-
mation about demands and resources, while the local approach only uses the
number of ongoing connections to decide how much capacity that is needed
during the next period. As a compromise between these two, a distributed-
iterative approach has been developed. The idea of local and distributed ap-
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

proaches is to increase the robustness and to simplify the calculations needed.
A central approach, on the other hand, has the ability to do a serious effort to
optimize the total performance of the network.

To relate our work with some of the closely related research areas, we
briefly describe them here. Research is still going on in these areas, but
some general knowledge is recommended to get a better understanding of
our work.

The ATM technology has proven that by dividing the data flow into very
small packets (cells) the throughput is increased, especially when the trans-
fer rates change much. At the same time, ATM is connection-oriented, which
means that a connection is setup prior to transferring data. This enables
different service guarantees for different applications (e:g: voice, video, dis-
tributed games, etc:). There is an extra overhead of data to be transferred,
since there are headers (with address information etc:) in each of the pack-
ets. Dividing the data into larger packets decrease to total overhead, which
in turn increase the speed for transferring application data. Internet also uses
packets. These packets can vary in length as compared to ATM cells, which
have a fixed size. With the Internet protocol (IP), there are no guarantees that
each packet will be delivered. Each packet is delivered independently, which
is denoted as packet-orientation or as having connectionless services. By in-
troducing new methods for delivering data, through the Internet, some guar-
antees can be given. This enables all possible new services, but there is also
the possibility to support traditional voice traffic by using IP Telephony. The
new methods to support this, are protocols, i:e: descriptions on what kind of
information that is needed to be communicated between different computers
and what kind of actions that are supposed to be taken by these computers.

The Internet is a network of many different networks, of which some can
be ATM networks. We will not consider the many special aspects of this.
We mainly consider logical links build by virtual paths in an ATM network.
Therefore, the general concept of ATM technology is described in the next
chapter. There are several aspects of traffic management, other than resource
provisioning, which also are explained. When dimensioning resources, the
concept of statistical multiplexing is very important. This means that by ex-
ploiting the probability that resources are not used simultaneously, we do not
allocate more than is needed to keep the probability of being rejected (at con-
nection setup) or losing a packet sufficiently low. We then describe different
methods to find a set of logical links, and then we explain methodologies for
which one of these links to select for new connections. Finally, we describe
our principal results and the outline of the rest of the thesis.
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1.2. THE ATM TECHNOLOGY

1.2 The ATM Technology

1.2.1 Specifications

ATM is based on the specifications and standards being developed by Inter-
national Telecommunications Union T (ITU-T, formerly CCITT), European
Telecommunication Standard Institute (ETSI), American National Standard
Institute (ANSI), and the ATM Forum. The basic service of an ATM network
is the transport and routing of ATM cells. These cells can be seen as small
packets. Each ATM cell contains a header and the data to be transferred.
Cells are switched in the network based on identification tag contained in the
headers. ATM transports all types of traffic, such as data, voice, image, and
video, using the same cell format of a header of 5 bytes followed by 48 bytes
of data. The cell size is a compromise between the long frames of elastic data
applications and the short repetitive needs of real time voice. Because of its
asynchronous nature, ATM supports rates and degrees of burstiness to fit the
needs of the applications, rather than what is convenient to the network. For
these reasons, ATM has been suggested as the bearer service for the broad-
band integrated services digital network (B-ISDN).

A connection between two nodes is called a virtual channel and between
two end-users a virtual channel connection (VCC). A virtual path connec-
tion (VPC) groups VC links together, to be handled as an entity. A VPC is
constructed from one or more physical links (transmission paths) which are
called VP links. On each VP link, the cells have a unique value of the VP iden-
tifier (VPI) in the cell header. A VCC traverses a set of concatenated VPCs,
each seen as a VC link. On each VC link, the cells have a unique value of the
VC identifier (VCI). The VPCs can be seen as (virtual) paths between nodes.

Compared to the OSI model, the protocol reference model for B-ISDN de-
fines different layers as seen in Fig. 1.2. At the top, we have higher layers (e:g:
TCP/IP and above). Below this, there is the ATM adaptation layer (AAL) fol-
lowed by the ATM layer, and finally the physical layer at the bottom. In
the ATM layer, there are four functions: cell multiplexing/demultiplexing,
VPI/VCI translation, cell header generation/extraction, and at the standard-
ized user-to-network interface, a generic flow control (GFC). The flow control
is used to control the locally generated information by terminals within the
customer premises. The ATM layer is divided into the virtual channel (VC)
level and the VP level. It is the functions relating to this layer we are dealing
with in our studies.

Protocol interfaces are defined between a user and the network (UNI) and
between different networks (NNI).
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Figure 1.2: B-ISDN protocol reference model

1.2.2 How ATM Works

ATM differs from Synchronous Transfer Mode (STM) mainly in the way it
uses communications channels. In STM, communications channels are di-
vided into fixed periods called transmission frames. The frames are divided
into a fixed number of time slots of equal duration. Each user is assigned one
or more specific time slots within each frame. The time slots for each user
occur at precisely the same time in every frame. Users can access the com-
munication channel only during the time slot that has been allocated to them.
If there is no traffic ready to be sent when the slot occurs, the slot will be un-
used. If a user has a burst of data that exceeds the capacity of the designated
slots, additional slots cannot be used even if they are idle. Consequently,
there could be a long delay in transferring a burst of traffic passed over the
STM network. In ATM, access to the communication channel is more flexi-
ble because packet switching conserves bandwidth by interleaving data from
multiple sources and packing it into the channel whenever there is room.
Any user who needs the communication channel can use it whenever it is
available and independently of the actual application. ATM is also described
as providing bandwidth on demand.

There are several benefits of ATM technology. By allowing any user access
to the network whenever resources are available, ATM provides better use of
bandwidth for bursty traffic. By breaking a traffic stream into small, fixed-
length cells, ATM prevents a user with a long message from blocking access
to the network. ATM is flexible and accommodates a wide range of rates and
applications.

ATM is a simple, very fast switching and routing process based on VP-
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1.2. THE ATM TECHNOLOGY

and VC-identifiers in the cell header. Within the network, no processing oc-
curs above the cell level when the cells are switched, thus simplifying and in-
creasing the speed of message handling. The cell header identifier is split in
two parts, the virtual channel identifier (VCI) and the virtual path identifier
(VPI). A VC is a concept of associating ATM cells to a channel distinguished
by its own VCI, and a VP is a concept of associating ATM cells to a path dis-
tinguished by its own VPI [77]. Typically VPs are used to bundle VCs with,
e:g: the same QoS requirements and the same destination node. Note that
it is the combination of VPI and VCI that uniquely makes up a distinct con-
nection, and that numbers are valid only on a per-port basis in each switch.
This means that the same identifier can be reused on other links throughout
a network and even on other ports in the same switch.

To establish a new call (connection) between two nodes several actions
have to be taken. Firstly, a path through the physical links must be chosen.
This path can be fixed or changed from one connection to another. The prob-
lem of selecting the best path (in some sense) between node-pairs is called
routing. Secondly, there must be a check to ensure that there is enough ca-
pacity (in terms of buffer space in the nodes and transmission capacity on
the links), left to establish the connection through the series of links between
the end nodes. Similarly, when a connection is terminated the associated re-
sources must be released.

These procedures often require considerable processing power and con-
siderable control communication, in particular in the core network, and can
therefore be time consuming. To overcome this problem, one can introduce
predefined routes and pre-reserved capacity on these routes. In this way, all
information required to establish or terminate a new connection is available
at the end nodes, and the intermediate nodes and links do not need to be
involved each time a new connections is set up or cleared.

By reserving capacity for the VPCs, the acceptance of a new connection is
simplified because the routing and reservation of capacity has already been
done. A VPC overlay network constitutes a higher layer, which is logically
independent of an underlying physical network.

If no VPCs were used, the connection establishment mechanism would
have been forced to build a connection link by link. This method increases
the setup time and the number of control messages but keeps the number of
blocked calls to a minimum (if there is a proper capacity reservation for di-
rect traffic). There exists an important trade-off between low VPC hop count
(links to traverse), i:e: physically longer VPCs for VCCs which decreases the
setup delay, and the use of physically shorter VPCs which increases the mul-
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tiplexing gain (shorter routes can aggregate more traffic that passes through
the links). In [33], a central and a distributed algorithm for successive VPC
topology reconfiguration is presented, which uses this kind of trade-off.

1.2.3 Quality of Service

Supporting different connections with a different QoS guarantees is of fun-
damental importance in ATM. When a connection is established, a sort of
contract is signed in which the operator guarantees a certain QoS for the
connection and the user guarantees certain properties of the traffic submit-
ted. QoS measures can be divided into two categories [78]: connection level
measures and cell level measures. The former includes connection rejection
probability, also known as grade of service (GoS), and delay of the connec-
tion setup, while the latter is often expressed as loss ratio, cell delay, and cell
delay variation or jitter. User traffic is often characterized by peak cell rate
(PCR), minimum cell rate (MCR), average cell rate, and burstiness expressed
as e:g: maximum burst size.

Different service categories have been proposed by both ATM forum and
ITU-T. ATM Forum has defined five service categories. 1) Constant Bit Rate
(CBR) is intended for real-time traffic, which requires a continuous fixed
amount of bandwidth for the entire connection. 2) Real-time Variable Bit Rate
(VBR-rt) is intended for real-time applications that have stringent require-
ments for both cell delay and cell delay variation. 3) Non-Real-time VBR
(VBR-nrt) is for applications with bursty traffic characteristics. 4) Unspeci-
fied Bit Rate (UBR) is for non-real-time applications, which are not tightly
constrained by delay and delay variation. 5) Available Bit Rate (ABR) is sim-
ilar to UBR by making use of available bandwidth except that the user can
specify a minimum cell rate. The ABR service uses a feedback mechanism
to inform the source to adjust its transfer rate to comply with the available
bandwidth in the network.

ITU-T has specified transfer capabilities together with QoS classes. Class
1 is for real-time services and class 2 is for services with loss requirements
only. Table 1.1 gives the definitions and some examples. It should be noted
that there are suggestions that not all of these services have to be used.

1.2.4 Resource Utilization

The capabilities of VPNM to reallocate infrastructure resources on a dynamic
basis, promises considerable potential for ensuring efficient utilization in ATM
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networks. One could establish several VP subnetworks to support QoS dif-
ferentiation and management. The heterogeneity of services and the resource
requirements make dimensioning of ATM networks much more complicated
than the dimensioning of homogenous circuit switched networks. In [63] one
VP subnetwork is used for VBR and CBR services and another for ABR and
UBR services. For reasons of simplicity, we limit ourselves to one network in
what follows.

Traditional telephone networks have been dimensioned for the so-called
busy hour to cope with the maximum traffic. This means that much of the
capacity will stay unused for most of the time. Furthermore, it is likely that
there are mismatches between the forecast demands and the real ones. There
are also situations when the total demand exceeds the physical capacity of
the network (link or node failures). A solution to this is to dynamically alter
the capacity allocation for the VPCs in a fair way. This will meet the traffic
variations by reshaping the VPCs in order to match the current demands. We
refer to this as adaptive virtual path network management (VPNM). (This is
also denoted as transport routing in [7].) Adaptive VPNM means savings on
the amount of capacity required in a network if non-coincidental busy hours
can be utilized to reallocate capacity and increased potential to gracefully
handle unexpected traffic patterns.

Table 1.1: Service categories & transfer capabilities.

ATM Service Category ATM Transfer Capability Examples
(ATM Forum) (ITU-T)
Constant Bit Rate Deterministic Bit Rate voice,
(CBR) (DBR class 1) video
Variable Bit Rate - real time Statistical Bit Rate compressed voice,
(VBR-rt) (SBR class 1) video
Variable Bit Rate - Statistical Bit Rate Data traffic
nonreal time (VBR-nrt) (SBR class 2)
Available Bit Rate (ABR) ABR Data traffic
Unspecified Bit Rate DBR class U Data traffic
(UBR) (no guarantees)
Guaranteed Frame Rate GFR Data traffic
(GFR) (with guarantees)
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Congestion control

Preventive control Reactive control

Traffic management

Traffic/flow control

Figure 1.3: Different parts of traffic management

1.3 Traffic management

1.3.1 Functions

Traffic management can be divided as in Fig. 1.3 and it involves [70]:

� Resource provisioning
� Call admission control (CAC)
� Traffic shaping
� Traffic policing
� Selective discarding
� Reactive congestion control

Traffic/flow control is a set of actions to avoid congestion and to ensure
that users get their required QoS guarantees. The basic control problem is
related to the efficient allocation of network resources to satisfy the different
QoS and providing fair access of the network resources for all users.

Congestion control is a set of actions to prevent and/or reduce conges-
tion. A complete congestion control strategy should include several conges-
tion control mechanisms and avoidance schemes that work at different lev-
els/layers of protocols, and it should handle congestion of varying duration,
and react on different ranges. In general, the longer the congestion duration,
the higher the protocol layer at which control should be exercised. Reactive
actions are too slow in ATM and therefore preventive actions must be taken
[46, 78].

1.3.2 CAC

The connection admission control (CAC) has to decide whether to accept a
new connection or not. Admission must be done without violating the QoS
requirements for connections already in progress. The problem of construct-
ing a CAC algorithm is to find one that accepts neither too many nor too few
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UPC
Policing

Traffic shaping

Users

Multiplexing on the call scale

Multiplexing on the cell scale

CAC

Figure 1.4: Location of different control mechanisms

connections. CAC includes routing, determination of the switching nodes
and VP connections between nodes. There exist a broad set of different types
of CAC algorithms [47], depending on what information that is used and
what calculations that are done. Figure 1.4 illustrates, in a very simplified
way, the part of the network where users are connected.

To calculate the needed resources, several parameters are used. Firstly,
the desired QoS must be given and secondly, the behaviour of the traffic has
to be given by the user parameters (traffic descriptors), for example by:

� peak cell rate
� average cell rate
� burstiness
� peak duration
� source type

These parameters can be very difficult to get, because of unknown traffic
characteristics. To obtain other values than the peak cell rate, the CAC can
estimate the needed bandwidth by measuring the arriving cells.

The main traffic-dependent factor causing performance deterioration is
the cell loss and delay in the queues in ATM nodes. When the CAC algorithm
calculates the upper bound of cell loss ratio (CLR) from the source traffic de-
scriptors it is called the non-parametric approach, and the actual arrival pro-
cess is not needed. A user parameter control (UPC) algorithm for deciding
a violation of bit rate is called the leaky bucket method. This will divide the
time between cells evenly to decrease the cell delay variation (CDV), but the
bandwidth for bursty traffic includes a margin that is adaptive to traffic fluc-
tuations even if CDV is not taken into account. One can also add resources
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to cope with the CDV. The CDV makes the UPC inaccurate, because it can
mistakenly detect a violation and discard or tag legal cells (e:g: setting the
Cell Loss Priority (CLP) bit in the header).

By the use of VPCs for which capacity has been reserved, the CAC al-
gorithm in the origin node knows directly if a new connection can be estab-
lished. Having several VPCNs each supporting particular groups of connec-
tions, e:g: with similar traffic characteristics and QoS requirements, simplifies
CAC decisions and QoS management. This is also referred to as traffic segre-
gation.

1.4 Statistical Multiplexing

Statistical multiplexing means that the resources are shared among many
varying traffic streams. The peak demand may thus exceed the available
resource capacity with virtually no cell losses. Network engineering aims
at satisfying the requirements for both the connection and cell level. On the
connection level, the number of VCCs is determined such that it satisfies the
GoS requirements under a given, offered load. In STM networks, the nec-
essary bandwidth is proportional to the number of trunk circuits. In ATM
networks, however, the necessary bandwidth is a complicated, typically non-
linear, function of the number of VCs which also depends on buffering capa-
bilities and traffic characteristics and volumes in addition to cell level QoS re-
quirements. In general, we thus require cell level dimensioning to obtain the
required bandwidth of a VP or the required buffer size of a switch associated
with a VP. In the case of heterogeneous traffic classes with different traffic
descriptors and QoS, the dimensioning must be done iteratively to obtain a
solution that satisfies both the cell- and connection-levels. When connection
arrivals forms a Poisson process, it has been suggested to simplify matters by
using the Erlang B-formula on the connection level and the notion of effective
bandwidth [26, 39] on the cell level.

The resources needed to uphold a certain QoS are transmission capacity,
processing power, and buffer space. A cell requires transmission capacity
when sent on a link. When there is competition for output resources in a
network node, it is necessary to have buffering. The partitioning of traffic
into different classes of services (CoS) requires special buffers for the VPCs
since the resource reservation mechanism is implemented by the polling of
these buffers. If full multiplexing between all VPCs is to be used, then one
FIFO buffer for every outgoing link is sufficient. Although, one should in-
clude a push-out mechanism of tagged cells (CLP field is set to one due to
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some violation of the traffic contract that was made at connection setup). For
a source transmitting at constant bit rate, the allocation of transmission ca-
pacity is straightforward. However, in a packet switched network, when the
source is bursty, buffering of the cells is needed. Determining the needed
resources is a problem that has many researchers’ attention. The needed ca-
pacity is referred to as the effective bandwidth or equivalent capacity [26, 39].
The number of VCCs on a VPC depends on its capacity, the buffer space for
statistical multiplexing of cells and bursts, and service requirements such as
loss, delay and jitter for the type of traffic or CoS in question. All this is eas-
ier to handle with the use of effective bandwidth. One approach to calculate
the effective bandwidth is based on a so-called uid -ow model . This model
looks at the burst scale, since the buffers ought to take care of the cell-level
fluctuations. Bufferless models are suitable in cases where buffering does not
contribute to the statistical gain. There are also other methods, e:g: measure
of the actual cell streams [82].

An algorithm that needs to know the effective bandwidth is the CAC.
When using different kinds of multiplexing (on the cell- and call-level) the
total capacity needed to obtain a certain QoS, is reduced. Different types of
services transmit data at rates that change over time. By relating the capac-
ity to the buffer size in a node, these different types of traffic need different
amounts of buffer space to store traffic bursts. The buffer space needed also
depends on the switch architecture, which means that the CAC algorithm is
vendor- specific.

In [16] a method is presented that divides the capacity dynamically among
a set of CoS. Different schemes can be used, e:g: equalizing or constraining
the CBP. One can also maximize the total number of handled connections. By
periodically monitoring the number of ongoing connections, a region of the
capacity allocation space is optimized for the particular scheme, which gives
a maximum number of allowed connections for each CoS. In [83] a method
is presented that equalizes the CBP in a multiservice network with dynamic
routing, by using trunk reservation fairness mechanism. It should also be
noted that VPCs are multiplexed on physical links, which is a result of the
cell multiplexing.
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1.5 Routing

1.5.1 Procedure

The routing information in virtual circuit based networks is given as a link-
by-link logical channel number (LCN) defined either uniquely for each vir-
tual circuit in the network or uniquely for each link. LCNs are usually short,
with locally defined values resulting in transmission efficiency. This method
requires routing tables at each intermediate node to be set up at every connec-
tion establishment phase. A global LCN reduces the updating of the tables
but necessitates large routing tables at intermediate nodes and the table look-
up operation may be time consuming as the number of connections in the
network increases.

The concept of VPs in ATM reduces the complexity of network control
functions. Cells belonging to different VCs but with similar destinations can
be switched using common VPIs for each node of the VPC. This allows rout-
ing in intermediate nodes to be controlled by VPIs only, which reduces the
size of the routing table. Note that there is no need for having the same value
of the VPI for the whole VPC, since the identifiers are only locally significant
in each node port. This means that the number of VPCs in a network is not
limited but the number of VPCs for a certain output port in a switch is lim-
ited to 4096 in the network to network interface (NNI) and 256 in the user
to network interface (UNI). The routing tables for an input port are indexed
by the VPI/VCI and contain information on which output port and the value
of the outgoing VPI/VCI to be used by an arriving ATM cell. Two kinds of
nodes exist. A VP switch only checks (and possibly changes) the VPI field
to be able to switch input to output link. VP/VC switches are able to switch
VPs/VCs or just VPs.

VPCs can be viewed as semipermanent connections in the network. The
routing tables of VP switches are set up by network control processors and
changes in these tables occur on a much longer time scale compared to indi-
vidual connection attempts.

1.5.2 Routing Functions

The two major routing functions in connection-oriented networks are the es-
tablishment of a VCC upon a connection request and rerouting of VPCs to
account for changes in the network operating conditions. Rerouting deci-
sions can be made at a central node, at source nodes, or at intermediate nodes
in a distributed manner. The resources consumed by the routing algorithms
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are the amount of storage for the topology database, the processing capac-
ity to compute and evaluate routing tables, and the bandwidth to propagate
topology database updates and other control information. If the topology
database includes information about all resources in the network, optimal or
near optimal decisions can be made provided the optimization criteria and
the constraints are well defined.

Traditionally, transportation of control information is known as signalling.
Signalling can be implemented by means of the private network-network in-
terface (PNNI) protocol specified by the ATM Forum or according to exten-
sions of traditional signalling protocols, e:g: the ISDN signalling user part
(ISUP) and Broadband-ISUP (B-ISUP) extensions of signalling system num-
ber seven (SS7) defined by the ITU-T.

PNNI enables the nodes to maintain dynamic routing tables that are au-
tomatically updated when changes occur in the network. This would re-
quire large network control overhead since information has to be gathered by
means of control messages. It is possible to decrease the required signalling
by dividing the network into logical clusters. These clusters can be created
in several hierarchical levels. Node(s) belonging to a cluster may have com-
plete information about the resources in its own cluster but may have only
minimal information about other clusters. Decisions made in this environ-
ment are necessarily suboptimal when paths include a number of different
clusters. The network control overhead with this scheme can be made man-
ageable by appropriate choice of clusters [11], trying to minimize both the
overhead and the degree of suboptimality. PNNI also supports path selec-
tion and procedures needed for dynamic routing (explained in chapter 1.5.4).

SS7 with ISUP/B-ISUP uses static routing tables, which are maintained in
each node. One can say that PNNI is a sort of plug-and-play scheme, while
the B-ISUP gives the network operator full control over the routing.

1.5.3 Methodologies

Common to all routing methods is the problem of finding the shortest paths.
We do not use the strict definition of shortest path, as meaning the phys-
ical shortest path. We use shortest path in the meaning that it is the one
with the lowest delay, which often is the path traversing the least number of
nodes. One can also incorporate the load situation and deal with link costs
rather than link lengths. The number of physical links traversed is denoted
by hops. Here, we only consider point to point routing. (Point to multipoint
routing is important in broadcast situations.) One way to find the shortest
paths is to use a distributed algorithm that requires information on the imme-
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diate neighbours only. Another algorithm used requires a complete knowl-
edge of the network topology at decision places. Due to the time required
to propagate update messages, these algorithms are subjected to the routing
table looping problem that can cause significant performance degradation if
a burst of cells may be forced to loop in the network.

The most commonly used algorithms are the Bellman-Ford algorithm,
Dijkstra’s algorithm, and the Floyd-Warshall algorithm [14].

The Bellman-Ford Algorithm) This algorithm iterates on the number of hops in
a route. It is based on first finding optimal routes from a prescribed source
node to all other nodes (subject to the constraint that no route contains more
than one hop) and then finding the optimal routes subject to the constraint
that no route contains more than two hops, and so forth. The amount of com-
putation is at worst O(n3), where n is the number of nodes in the network.

Dijkstra’s Algorithm) This algorithm iterates on the length of a route. The gen-
eral idea is to find the shortest routes in order of increasing route length. It
first finds the shortest route from some node to the destination node and es-
tablishes this route. It then finds the next shortest route and establishes it,
and so forth. The number of computation in the worst case is O(n2).

The Floyd-Warshall Algorithm) This algorithm iterates on nodes allowed as in-
termediate nodes in routes. It compares shortest routes between all pairs of
nodes. The Floyd-Warshall algorithm is used in some networks with central-
ized routing. The computation is of O(n3).

Besides the shortest paths, other routing constraints are: Correctness, Sim-
plicity, Robustness, Stability, Fairness, and Reliability. Fairness considers
equal or at least constrained QoS for all comparable demands and connec-
tions and reliability involves problems of how to distribute traffic in case of
using path diversity.

In direct (fixed) path routing a set of routing tables is determined at a cen-
tral control point and distributed to every node in the network. Overflow
traffic is handled with alternative routing. In ATM networks, the constantly
changing traffic characteristics of applications may make this strategy unsuit-
able.

Saturation routing is a connection setup procedure developed to operate
in circuit switched networks. Upon receiving a new connection request, a
node broadcasts the request to all its neighbours. This approach is simple,
robust, flexible and reliable since its performance is not affected by topology
changes, but the network nodes have to process and transmit a large amount
of control messages [99].
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The selection of a path with stochastic learning automata-based routing
from source to destination is done probabilistically, where the probabilities
assigned to paths depend on the state of the network. Choosing a path prob-
abilistically is an attempt to minimize the effect of uncertainty in decision
making. In the case of a favourable outcome, the probability is increased in-
versely proportional to how small the cost was and how small the probability
was. If the outcome is not a favourable one, then the probability is decreased
directly proportional to both how large the cost and the probability were. In
practice, this scheme can lead the network to a global-optimum operation.
However, it may take considerable time to reach the steady state (if it exists).
Further more, by the time the automaton reaches the steady state, the net-
work state may have changed significantly enough, forcing the procedure to
start seeking for a new steady state.

1.5.4 Dynamic Routing

Dynamic or alternative path routing is an extension of direct path routing.
With this scheme, alternative paths can be tested if there is no capacity left on
the direct path. The alternative paths can be built by using two or more VPCs
in tandem from the origin node over intermediate via nodes to the destina-
tion, or by having several VPCs between each node pair. When using several
concatenated paths, it is important to reserve capacity on these for direct traf-
fic (which is using the segment as a preferred path), because alternate routed
traffic in most cases consumes more network resources than directly routed
traffic (due to the use of more links). The reservation for direct traffic also
increases stability in high traffic load situations.

Different companies have developed several methods of dynamically se-
lecting alternative routes. Among the various schemes are the dynamic alter-
native routing (DAR) [35, 34], the dynamic non-hierarchical routing (DNHR)
[8], the state- and time-dependent routing (STR), and the real-time network
routing (RTNR). Common to all techniques is that the sequence to search the
VPCs for free capacity can be reordered, either by a network management
centre or locally. This can be done a couple of times a day or several times a
minute. More specifically, DAR works as follows. If the first choice of VPC
(often the direct VPC) does not have room for the establishment of a new
VCC, a two-VPC rerouting is tried. If this establishment does not succeed,
the originating node is informed by a so-called crack � back message and in
this case a new transit node is selected at random for the next time a VCC
needs to be rerouted.

To ensure stability, one applies a trunk reservation parameter (TR) for di-
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rect traffic on all VPCs. This makes the network performance stable and it in-
creases the utilization of network resources at high traffic load situations. The
setting of TR has already been studied for many types of networks. There
are proposals for rerouting calls in progress [89, 94]. In [94] it is shown that
a trunk reservation is not needed if alternate routed calls are rerouted back
to their direct paths whenever available. It is also possible to have dynamic
routing in the Internet as indicated in [9].

1.6 Link Allocation

It is desirable to define more than one VPC to provide connections between
nodes, mainly for reliability purposes. Link allocation involves the same
steps as routing, i:e: first find the feasible links and then finding the optimal
one, e:g: the one which maximizes the expected future revenue. Considering
ATM networks the corresponding effective bandwidth for the different paths
has to be taken into account [22, 27].

Examples of possible schemes that can be used to select a VPC from a set
with similar attributes (such as number of hops, total propagation delay, etc:)
[70] are:

� Maximum bandwidth unused (MaxBUN). A new connection is allocated to
the VPC having most unused bandwidth.

� Minimum bandwidth unused (MinBUN). A new connection is allocated to
the VPC that has a minimum of needed bandwidth left.

� First in, First allocated (FIFA). A new connection is allocated to an arbitrary
VPC that can accommodate the connection.

MaxBUN is used in traditional networks. This is also referred to as least
loaded routing (LLR). Using MinBUN (which is also called most loaded rout-
ing, MLR), the VPC chosen will be highly utilized but it will still be able to
deliver its requested GoS and QoS. Doing so would utilize a VPC as much as
possible while leaving big chunks of bandwidth available for future connec-
tions with higher demand on bandwidth. This will decrease the difference in
CBP between different service classes with different bandwidth demands.

The big differences are that MinBUN favours connections with large band-
width requirements over connections with small bandwidth requirements.
MaxBUN favours connections with small bandwidth requirements more than
MinBUN favours large bandwidth requirements. In [22] a modified MaxBUN
is presented that makes use of packing narrowband connections on some
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paths to leave room on other paths for wideband connections. FIFA, on the
other hand, favours no type but causes more connection requests to be re-
jected for low bandwidth connections than MaxBUN, and compared to Min-
BUN it rejects more of the high bandwidth connections. Another scheme that
has been evaluated in [85], is to allow a small delay in connection setup time
for wide-band calls to decrease their blocking probability. In [66] a so-called
load pro�ling routing (LPR) has been developed, which is similar or better to
MinBUN. This approach takes into account the multiplexing effect on the
burst and cell scale. It also uses the traffic demands for calculating the profile
of load to be put on different VPCs.

1.7 Principal Results

The concept of virtual paths is currently about ten years old. Many different
approaches have been suggested since then. The fact that there is a lack of
methodologies to compare different methods for VPC management makes it
important to evaluate fundamentally different methods. It is also essential to
find aspects that need to be evaluated in such comparisons. With this as a
leading star, the following contributions are reported.

� A distributed-iterative capacity management approach: There are very few
presentations of this kind of approach in the literature. We have developed
our own method. This approach uses an iterative method that distributes
information about the offered traffics among the VPCs. The offered traffics
are used when distributing the resources on each link. The distribution
iterates on the hop length of the VPCs. Capacity is determined for the
longest VPCs first and in the last iteration the one hop VPCs get the rest
of the unreserved capacity. The algorithm does not become more complex
for big networks, and the approach is not dependent on a central network
management centre.

� A local capacity management approach: This approach is based on the
method developed by Mocci et al : [75], where just enough VPC capacity is
allocated to meet the target CBP constraints during a given interval from
the allocation instant. However, this approach does not take into account
the interaction among several VPCs on a physical link of fixed capacity.
The result is therefore under utilization of the link if not all capacity is
seized. If a modified allocation formula is used, the CBP actually decreases
and the link will be fully utilized. In this case, the traffic fluctuations will be
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better exploited, i:e: in the situation when some VPCs temporary increase
their number of allocations, others decrease theirs.

� An adaptive local approach: Some gain can be made by applying adaptive
allocation formulas to different node pairs, according to actual conditions.
The latter implies that the allocation is adjusted up if there is little competi-
tion for resources and vice versa . The degree of competition can be judged
per VPC from the measurement of free capacity on the route.

� A comparison between different approaches: The fact that there is a lack of
methodologies to compare different methods for VPC management makes
it important to evaluate fundamentally different methods. We have group-
ed different approaches into four distinct categories: central, distributed-
iterative, local and fixed. We have then been able to do a survey over dif-
ferent performances.

� Capacity reservation for Internet traffic: For near real-time applications
(e:g: IP Telephony) some level of quality of service (QoS) is needed. In or-
der to dimension the links we first evaluate the case with traditional voice
traffic. A trade-off is done between the utilization of the capacity and the
CBP for new connections. By doing this, we can find a relationship be-
tween the utilization and CBP, which we can apply on any type of traffic.
This will take into account both the network provider and the users point
of views. If capacity is reallocated dynamically, the network will be bet-
ter utilized. We have proposed an allocation function for the Web traffic
destined to a certain local area network (i:e: the Internet access link) and
a management of the capacity needed for an aggregated stream of Web
traffic to be routed through the core of the Internet.
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Chapter 2

Resource Management

2.1 Background

The concept of virtual path was simultaneously introduced by Sato et al : [79]
and by Telecom Australia researchers. The use of VPCs has several benefits
but using too many VPCs on a link, each having a relatively small amount
of capacity, decreases the statistical multiplexing gain. This depends on the
possibilities that some VPCs can be fully utilized while others may have large
amount of idle capacity.

Using frequent rearrangements of the allocated resources will make the
network better prepared to handle ever-changing demands, but will also in-
crease the processing load and the number of control messages needed for
this. On the other hand, if the rearrangements are fixed for long periods,
inefficient usage of resources and QoS degradation may follow from poor
network adaptation. We have done experiments to apply an updating pe-
riod that reaches the optimal trade-off between these two extremes in terms
of total costs for lost traffic and management overhead.

Actually, there are many proposals for central approaches and they differ
in objectives, constraints, and assumptions [30]. Common to all is that they
usually calculate VPC topology, VPC capacity allocations, and VCC routing
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(the preferred paths and the sequence for selecting them). These calculations
can be done either prior to expected load periods, or periodically [3, 32], or
when a network failure occurs [37] or when some performance measures
exceed some specific limit [64]. Shioda [80] observes the connection setup
blocking probability (CBP). In order to get a good measure of the CBP, a long
observation interval is needed (which is greater than the mean holding time).
One can also try to more strictly equalize the VPC CBP, and thus the fair-
ness as in [61, 64]. In [1, 85] a checking procedure is made so that the load of
control messages in the nodes can be handled.

A decentralized (distributed) approach is able to quickly respond to traf-
fic changes and there is the opportunity for parallel processing. Most of the
proposed approaches correspond to our definition of local approaches since
the information needed for the capacity distribution are practically available
in each node. Sato et al : changes the capacity in steps (fixed amount of band-
width). These steps correspond to the capacity needed for an integral number
of connections, which is called the step size. In [68], the authors argue that
the optimal step size can be obtained by considering a relationship between
the network utilization and the processing load required in the nodes. Since
the approach is triggered at each new connection setup attempt and release,
the cost related to an increased processing load has to be related to the rev-
enue. The so-called normalized processing load is the number of reallocations
divided with the number of connection arrivals and departures. This mea-
sure is used to constrain the actual reallocations. Doing a reallocation at each
connection arrival or departure is too expensive. By using a large enough
step size each time an action is performed, most events will not lead to an
action.

If more resources are needed, a fixed increase is requested and vice versa .
To equalize the differences in CBP among different VPCs, the step size dif-
fers between different VPCs depending on their traffic intensities. To provide
flexibility for the increase and decrease of the resources, Wu et al : [100] pro-
posed an adaptive capacity control scheme that selects either a large step size
or a small step size. This scheme is capable of improving the network utiliza-
tion compared to the scheme with an optimal chosen fixed step size.

In the distributed approaches, the capacity increase is requested when the
capacity is found insufficient. A look-ahead method has also been explored
by Baba et al : in [10]. In this method, an increase is requested in advance
when the unused capacity of the VPC becomes smaller than some predeter-
mined amount. Baba et al : showed that an improvement in terms of CBP can
be achieved by using this method. Bruni et al : [17] evaluated an approach
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that has periodic updating intervals and meets a certain CBP constraint. They
found an optimal step size, the optimal updating interval, and reallocation
thresholds. These thresholds include hysteresis to decrease the number of ac-
tions but the results show that no threshold is needed and that the step size
should be one capacity unit, i:e: the most accurate allocation possible.

In the case of capacity shortage, a decision could be made to decrease
the capacity of VPCs that do not suffer too much if their capacity is reduced
compared to the VPC that has an increasing demand. The problem involves
finding candidate VPCs for capacity reduction [80]. Having reserve capacity
eliminates this problem. In [44], a pool of spare resources can be utilized dur-
ing normal conditions and assigned to backup-VPCs in case of component
failures.

2.2 Methodologies

We consider VPC networks with statistical multiplexing of VCCs and deter-
ministic multiplexing for the VPCs, i:e: each VPC gets a certain portion of the
capacity to be held over a long period of time compared to interarrival times
of new connections. Statistical multiplexing can be used for VPCs, which
then are allowed to exceed their assigned capacity, as long as they conform to
some statistically defined parameters. This will change the calculation of the
needed capacity, which can be considered incorporated in the use of effective
bandwidth.

We consider four fundamentally different approaches to VPCNM (includ-
ing one that do not reallocate the capacity). As seen in Fig. 1.1, there are ba-
sically three ways for getting the information needed to determine the allo-
cation of resources. The central approach uses global information in terms of
a topology database or global traffic demand information that is used to set-
tle allocations. The distributed-iterative approach is a decentralized method
that communicates its own demands to the nodes concerned and negotiates
allocations with other demands on all links. This is done several times before
the actual capacity distribution is done. The local approach simply seizes and
releases resources as determined by preference and availability. The capacity
reservation on each link is handled by a link manager. This is needed to avoid
inconsistency. Both nodes at each end of the link have to know the current
capacity distribution at the same time. Finally, the fourth type of approach
does not determine the distribution of reserved capacity by itself. It gets ca-
pacity reservation orders from a network management centre (NMC), which
will not change for a long time.
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Resources are managed in chunks of a fixed size called capacity units
(c.u.). Depending on the mechanism that handles the buffers in a switch,
the bandwidth could possibly only be managed in a limited resolution. In
reality, the bandwidth of a link is accessed by a switch that schedules cells for
transmission. Cell scheduling would typically take place in a cyclic manner.
The number of cells fetched over an entire cycle is then the number of c.u.s
associated with the link, and being allocated one c.u. corresponds to sending
(at least) one cell per transmission cycle. It is noted that the notation of c.u.s
means that the concept of VPCNM can also be applied to the Synchronous
Digital Hierarchy (SDH) and the Synchronous Optical Network (SONET).

A disadvantage with our deterministic multiplexing of VPCs is that full
statistical multiplexing gain is not possible, since capacities are reserved for
particular VPCs. With other words, capacity is fragmented and especially
when no multiplexing between VPCs is allowed, the number of allowed con-
nections will be strictly less or equal to the reserved capacity. The larger the
number of VPCs is the higher the risk for more unused capacity. It is possible
to limit this drawback, by frequent rearrangements or by using an effective
VPC topology. In [69] it is suggested to group VPs together and in [88] a
trade-off is made between connection setup delay and multiplexing gain (by
decreasing the number of VPs). We do not argue that a deterministic multi-
plexing of VPCs is the best approach. The management of the capacity will be
the same if statistical multiplexing of VPCs is used. The only difference will
be in terms of the calculation of allowed capacity per CoS and the effective
bandwidth.

Comparisons between different approaches call for some unifying met-
rics. By using costs for control messages or by using a cost-benefit analysis
[18], it is easier to compare the performance among the different approaches.

2.3 A Central Approach

For simplicity, we have only evaluated our own approach denoted as CENT.
In this method all nodes monitor current traffic demands and periodically re-
port their results to an NMC. At the end of each such cycle, the NMC collects
all reports on user traffic demands from which a VPCN is designed. Capacity
is distributed one c.u. at a time. This is first done in an attempt to equalize the
VPC CBP to be less than the target maximum VPC CBP (MAXCBP). In other
words, capacity is distributed as long as any VPC has an estimated CBP larger
than the target MAXCBP and it is possible to allocate capacity to such a VPC.
The remaining capacity is distributed such as to maximize the total handled
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Figure 2.1: Markov chain for the occupancy state

traffic. For this we use the concept of marginal utilization (MU ). The MU is
the extra number of connections that the VPC is expected to carry if allocated
an extra capacity unit. When the new capacity allocation has been calculated,
the information concerning each node is gathered together and sent at the
same time. The time to calculate the capacity allocation has been observed to
take 5-10 seconds.

The trunk reservation parameter (TR) is calculated on every link by min-
imizing the rate of lost revenue [34]. The capacity of the link is denoted by M
c.u.s (or trunks). We also set N = M � TR. The direct routed traffic to a link
is denoted by A and overflow traffic which is alternate routed over this link
is denoted by B. The CBPs for these traffics are B1(TR) and B2(TR) respec-
tively. We want to minimize the following expression: A � B1(TR) + c � B �
B2(TR), where c is set to 0.5 which is the value of two-links calls compared
to direct calls.

By studying the Markov chain in Fig. 2.1, the CBPs can be calculated:

B1 = p0
(A + B)NATR

M!

B2 = p0(A + B)N
MX

k=N

Ak�N

k!

B1 is the probability that all capacity is used, i:e: to be in state M (pM).
B2 is the probability that the occupancy state is larger or equal to N. The
equations can be rewritten by using the Erlang B-formula, which is denoted
by EN(A). It gives the CBP given a traffic load of A and a capacity of N
(maximal number of simultaneous connections). The above equations can
then be solved by iterations that start from state N and stops at state M:
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for  (i = N+1; i <= M; i++)
{

   B1 = tempvar / (1 + tempvar);
   B2 = (B2 + tempvar) / (1 + tempvar);
}

   tempvar = A / i * B1;

B1 = B2 = ErlB(N,A+B);BN
1 = BN

2 = EN(A + B)

Bi
1 =

A=i � Bi�1
1

1 + A=i � Bi�1
1

Bi
2 =

Bi�1
2 +A=i �Bi�1

1

1 + A=i �Bi�1
1

By using this formulation, we have observed the calculation to be speeded
up � 20 times. The fragment to the right shows a C-code program for the
calculation.

The TR for a particular VPC (TRi) is calculated after every new calcula-
tion of the capacity distribution. The overflow-traffic B to each VPC is the
blocked direct traffic, distributed along tandem-VPCs in relation to the mini-
mum free capacity on those paths.

The problem of finding both the VPC topology and the VPC capacities
is a capacity non-linear integer-value multi commodity flow problem and as
such it is NP-complete [31]. To solve this problem, a heuristic algorithm can
be used, so no guarantees that the final solution is a global optimum can
be made. Since the state is always changing, this is not a serious drawback
in practice. The global optimum will change more or less all the time and
solutions have to be used for a certain period of time. The solutions should
therefore be good solutions and the notion of global optimal solutions might
be of less importance.

2.3.1 Overallocations

Another interesting aspect is the potential occurrence of what we denote as
overallocations (or link violations). These are caused by excess VCCs on
VPCs which have been granted less capacity and which do not disconnect
before connections from VPCs which have been granted more capacity are
connected.

Three ways have been suggested to deal with this. One way is to move
connections in progress to a path that can accommodate them. Using a longer
path will keep the cells in order but with a short interruption when switched
over. This movement or rerouting does not necessarily mean a total change
of the physical links used. For example, a connection from a node o over a
set of nodes n1; : : : ; nk to a node d could be rerouted to x; o; n1; : : : ; nk; d; y.
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Figure 2.2: Example of overallocations

The only difference is that the number of connections between x; o and d; y
is increased by two when the rerouting is done. Another way is to wait for
the connections to finish until the capacity is handed over and thereby totally
avoiding overallocations. The third way is to use “guard bands” that will not
be allocated to any particular VPC but used to handle such temporary over-
loads. The amount of overallocations depends not only on the guard band,
but also on the actual network and traffics [50] (see Fig. 2.2). This also means
that the effect on the cell loss ratio (CLR) is hard to calculate in advance. The
local approaches only allocate free capacity, which means that overallocations
do not occur.

For a central approach, overallocations can be avoided by delaying the ca-
pacity reallocation until the number of affected VCCs reduces enough. This
means that some sort of decentralized control is also needed. In [80] log-
ical and physical resource reallocations are done. We have used a similar
scheme with timers in the nodes that periodically checks if ordered capacity
reductions may be done. At these checks, unallocated capacity is released
if reserved capacity is larger than needed. For the VPCs, which have been
granted more capacity, checks of available capacity are done with ACR mes-
sages. The timer interval has been set to 0.1 t.u.s and at most ten checks are
done for both reduction and increase. The best method for doing this has to
take into account the possible increase of handled connections, the increased
complexity, and extra number of control messages.

To allow an allocation that is in progress to complete, temporary reserva-
tions are made on all links until the action is completed. To prevent conflict-
ing reservations to cause deadlocks, requests that encounter links on which a
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reservation is in effect will be returned to the node of origin and on their way
back, all associated reservations are cancelled. A new attempt is then made
after a random delay. The delay must be sufficiently long and can be related
to the time that it takes to complete an allocation for a VPC. Another method,
better fit for some approaches and especially in large networks is presented in
2.6.3. The handling of the capacity calls for a special unit or network element
(NE) on each link that handles the resources of the link by using information
from both end-nodes of the link as suggested in [43].
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2.4 A Distributed-Iterative Approach

2.4.1 Methodology

An approach, which is a compromise in the amount of information needed
for the VPC management, is the distributed-iterative. There are very few
presentations of this kind of approach in the literature. We have developed
a distributed-iterative approach that is denoted as ITER. In the following,
we use iterative as a synonym to distributed-iterative when talking about the
approaches. (A central approach can be distributed to all of the nodes, as in
[23], but we do not consider it to be an iterative approach.)

The approach uses an iterative method that distributes information about
the offered traffics among the VPCs. The offered traffics are used when dis-
tributing the resources on each link. Each node independently decides when
a resource reallocation is to be started. However, the decisions are made pe-
riodically.

The method iterates on the hop length of the VPCs. Capacity is deter-
mined for the longest VPCs first and in the last iteration, the one hop VPCs
obtain the rest of the unreserved capacity. The sequence number in the con-
trol messages gives the information about the hop length of the VPCs to be
given additional capacity. The number of iterations is thereby dependent on
the hop length of the longest VPC in the network. We can therefore, also cat-
egorize this approach as a link-iterative one. The algorithm does not become
more complex for big networks, and the approach is not dependent on an
NMC.

A flow chart of the approach is given in Fig. 2.3. The management is done
with the help of six types of control messages [50, 52]:

� Path finding (PTH) + Answer
� VPC Establishment (EST)
� Traffic bid (BID)
� Available capacity request (ACR) + Answer
� Increase request (INC) + Answer
� Decrease (DEC)

Initially, the paths are established by broadcasting path identification mes-
sages. This is a totally decentralized way of establishing the VPC topology;
PTH is broadcasted from all nodes to all other nodes as in saturation rout-
ing. The broadcasting can be done from time to time or at command to re-
cover from faulty links [44, 62]. This will of course decrease the scalability
due to the large amount of control messages. In the evaluation process, we
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Figure 2.3: Our distributed-iterative method

have used it only once to initiate the management system. When the paths
have been selected (see appendix D) the routes of the VPCs are established
by EST messages, which causes intermediate nodes to update their routing
tables. The VPC with the smallest number of hops is favoured and it is la-
belled FVPC, while the others are referred to as optional VPCs and labelled
OVPCs [51].

Each reallocation is divided into three parts (Steps 1–3 in Fig. 2.3): first
traffic bid, subsequent capacity distribution, and finally a capacity allocation
part and these are repeated every time an update is performed. This method
is different from the previous method reported in [51, 52], where a more ex-
perimental method of adjusting the traffic bids according to the available ca-
pacity was used. The previous method does not cope well with a general
traffic overload situation, but works it well when capacity is available some-
where in the network.

1. In step one, offered traffics are estimated in each node for all outbound
VPCs and conveyed along the routes in BID messages. In reality, BID
messages convey information about demands along the different paths,
a process that can be viewed as bids for capacity hence the term bid-
ding. BIDs will inform the intermediate nodes about the demands for
VPCs on the links that they control. From this follows that the nodes
only get as much information as they need to calculate capacity alloca-
tions on the directly attached links. The first traffic bid is triggered by
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one of the nodes thereby making all nodes transmit BIDs. This happens
when a node has measured a large enough change in the estimated traf-
fic demand. The updating period when decisions can be made is opti-
mized for the particular traffic patterns to give a good measure of the
offered traffics by arrival counting (see chapter 2.4.4). Appendices A
and B gives an example of calculating an observation interval for the
estimation of the traffic demand, given an earlier measurement of the
traffic demands. Using the newly calculated interval will thus refine
these measurements.

2. When the new information has been received for all VPCs on a link, the
capacity is divided between VPCs such that the total expected utiliza-
tion of the link will be maximized. The very first iteration does, how-
ever, distribute capacity so that each FVPC gets an estimated CBP� the
target MAXCBP if possible, otherwise all FVPCs will get an amount of
capacity that will equalize the CBP among all FVPCs on that link. The
results are reported back to the bidders by means of ACR messages.
The amount of available capacity on successive links is stored in the
message as the links are traversed. When the message reaches the end
node, the final capacity can be determined as the minimum over all
links and the result is sent back to the originating node. This will result
in a fair share allocation (see appendix E). The last allocation is done
only for one link VPCs. ACR messages are queued until the fair share
on the next link is updated.

3. Finally, the capacities are reserved. Timers are used for the process of
allocation-deallocation. Occupied connections are not disconnected by
force, i:e: we use starvation (waits for normal disconnection). Allocated
capacity is claimed if it is currently unused by other VPCs. Release of
deallocated capacity is done for currently unused capacity. The DEC
message can be given higher priority so that unused capacity is released
as soon as possible. Evaluations show that this will only increase the
profitability very slightly.

The currently allocated capacity is needed for the calculation of the MU
(see below) for each VPC, e:g: a node has to know how much capacity that
is reserved in total for a certain node pair. After every iteration, the resulting
allocations are delivered with new bids. The capacity is determined for the
longest VPCs first and for each new round of BID and ACR messages the hop
length for the VPCs taking part of the capacity distribution is decreased. The
reserved capacity for OVPCs is deleted in the beginning of the distribution, if
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the hop length allows it to take part of the actual iteration. By doing this, the
capacity will not be reserved on OVPCs if needed capacity will be allocated
on the FVPC in subsequent iterations. We do not consider the difference in
hop length between the FVPC and the OVPCs, which will give OVPCs more
capacity than might be needed.

2.4.2 Resource Utilization

To be able to maximize the utilization of the resources, we use the concept
of marginal utilization (MU ). The MU is the extra number of connections
that the VPC is expected to carry if allocated an extra capacity unit. The
calculation of MU could for example be based on the Erlang B-formula with
f(C) as a function that gives the number of connections for a certain capacity
(given in c.u.s) and the traffic as A:

MU = (Ef(C)(A)�Ef(C+1)(A)) � A

In the evaluations we use f(C) as a linear function. Capacity units are
distributed one at a time until the whole links’ capacity has been used.

We try to increase the total amount of carried traffic in the network. Ob-
serving that the total carried traffic on two one-hop VPCs exceeds than of one
two-hop VPC, one can conclude that longer VPCs (in terms of hops) should
have lower priority in the link-by-link distribution of capacity. This has been
implemented by adjusting the MU according to the route lengths when shar-
ing the capacity on a link [51]. The MU is simply divided with the VPC hop
count. TheMU is the increase in profit when reserving an additional capacity
unit. The extra profit made per link is then MU/(hop count). By maximizing
the profit, the mean CBP is not minimized but the total amount of blocked
calls will be minimized.

2.4.3 Profitability

The profitability is used to enable a reasonable evaluation of the overall per-
formance by combining gains and costs. In our evaluation the performance
is based on the reached profitability (2.1). Profitability is a normalized mea-
sure where 100% profitability means that all calls are handled without any
overhead costs. 100% is infeasible for high traffic load situations.

Profitability =
Handled traffic�Overhead

Offered traffic
(2.1)
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The profit of handling one connection is set to one unit. To be able to
handle calls, several control messages (by means of control messages or RM-
cells) have to be used and these affect the total profit. The messages included
in our evaluation are BID, ACR, INC, DEC, together with answer messages
and the status messages for DAR. Let us consider the case of RM-cells that
need some resources, which become unavailable for the paying customers.
The cost can be related to an average telephone call. An upper bound on
the cost is overhead costs being equal to the profit of a call, i:e: on the order
of one. A lower bound can be obtained as follows. Assume that messages
consist of single RM-cells and that a telephone call uses 167 cells/second,
having a mean holding time of 100 seconds. The RM cell would then con-
sume resources to the amount of 1/(167�100), i:e: giving a cost of � 6 � 10�5.
If silence periods in the speech reduce the needed capacity by half and the
mean holding time instead is 60 seconds, we get a cost of� 2 �10�4 . With this
in mind, we select a cost of 1 � 10�4. (The resulting difference in profitabil-
ity when using the upper and the lower estimate of the signal cost is very
small.) The cost is, however, difficult to estimate. Partly because one can use
speech compression and taking into account that there are also costs other
than the ones related to bandwidth and buffer space, e:g: processing. By us-
ing a higher message cost, the messages can be seen as having an overhead,
e:g: standardized control messages such as TMN messages.

2.4.4 Reallocation Triggering

A decentralized monitoring of the traffic demands is considered in the fol-
lowing. The optimal monitoring interval is analysed in appendix A. Each
node has the possibility to initiate a reallocation of the capacity of the net-
work. The question is how to decide when to order a reallocation through-
out the network. A trade-off has to be done between the cost for a realloca-
tion and the possible gain when doing one. We solve this by introducing a
threshold-based triggering mechanism.

In the following, it is assumed that new connections arrive according to
a Poisson process. Since the traffic intensities are relatively large, normal
approximations are used for the number of new connection requests (N(Tm))
during the measurement period Tm. By using measured traffic demands one
can do a study on a simplified model. The triggering of a capacity reallocation
can be determined by using a confidence interval test for each traffic.

An estimate of the traffic (Â) is set to N(Tm)=Tm. Since N(Tm) is Pois-
son distributed, the variance of Â gets Â=Tm. When the difference between
two consecutive estimates, � = Âk � Âk�1 is significantly large, a realloca-
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tion is started. The variance of � is the sum of the variance of each sample
(Âk + Âk�1)=Tm. The probability that � is found significantly large is found
by making a confidence test:

P

�
� > K

q
(Âk + Âk�1)=Tm

�
= 1� �

�
K
q
(Âk + Âk�1)=Tm

�
; (2.2)

where �(�) is the normal distribution. K determines the amount of confi-
dence.

Only when the traffic is increased a capacity reallocation is considered
since having too much capacity is not a problem as long as all other VPCs are
satisfied with their share. It should be noted that K in this case is not related
to either the K used in the local approach or the K1 from appendix A.

The most important factors when optimizing the K are the cost of lost
calls during a traffic change and the cost of reallocations during a stable pe-
riod. Let us denote the cost for reallocations when having a stable traffic as
Cost1 and the cost for rejected connection requests during a traffic shift as
Cost2. The number of reallocations during a traffic change does not have a
big effect in the choice of K . If we assume that the cost of one reallocation is
5.4 (see below), then we have:

Cost1 = 5:4
�
1� �(K)V PC

�
(T � Ts)=Tm (2.3)

The parameter V PC is the total number of VPCs in the network. Ten nodes
gives 10�9

2 VPCs. The value 5.4 is based on the number of control messages
etc: for the decentralized approach. A rough estimate can be made by as-
suming we have five BIDs, one ACR, and a network with ten nodes. For
clarity reasons, we use a rather large message cost of 0.01. We have then
5:4 = 6 � 2 �V PC � 0:01. The expression 1��(K)V PC of (2.3) is the probability
for any VPC to trigger a reallocation when in a stable traffic period. The last
part is the maximum number of reallocations that can occur during the sta-
ble traffic period, with Ts as the time it takes for demands to change between
stable periods.

For the estimation of Cost2 we simplify the problem by setting Ts =

4 � Tm = 10. The calculation is complex due to all the combinations of re-
allocation sequences. The slope is divided in four parts as seen in Fig. 2.4.

To simplify the problem even more, we assume that when the new stable
traffic period starts, a reallocation always takes place so that the allocation
is properly set during the next period. There is always capacity left for the
VPCs.
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Figure 2.4: The model of a slow traffic change

Let us denote the different traffic demand levels fromAk�1 toAk asAj ; j =
0:::4, with A0 = Ak�1 and A4 = Ak. we assume that the updating interval is
synchronized with the change of traffic demands, and that the estimate of the
traffic gets A0:::A4. (In fact A0 would get a little larger than Ak�1 and A4 less
than Ak.) The index i denotes a particular VPC. The probabilities for trigger-
ing a reallocation (P1–P4) is calculated in the same manner as described in
appendix A, but it is easier to calculate the probability for triggering a reallo-
cation by using the normal distribution:

P i
j = �

0
@�K � �q

(Aj +Aj�1)=Tm

1
A+�

0
@�K +

�q
(Aj +Aj�1)=Tm

1
A

In this simple example we obtain the P tot
j for a particular traffic shift by 1 -

the probability that no VPC triggers a reallocation:

P tot
j = 1�

Y
i=1:::V PC

�
1� P i

j

�

The various combinations of triggering sequences can be found as well.
There are always lost calls, which is marked with a triangle in Fig. 2.4 and
these do not affect the study if neglected. The number of lost connections is
calculated by using the number of squares (see Fig. 2.4) missed by not trig-
gering. The number of lost connections depends on the VPC and the traffic
demand. Assuming that the capacity (CAk�1

) allocated for the traffic Ak�1

gives a CBP of 1%, this is calculated with the Erlang B-formula. A good ap-
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proximation of the extra number of lost connections corresponding to one
square is:

Ak �
�
ECAk�1

(Ak)� 0:01
�
� Tm=4

These calculated costs are then summed for each traffic shift in the network.
In Fig. 2.5, Cost1, Cost2 and the reallocation cost during a traffic shift

(dashed line) is plotted together with their sum (dotted line). Increasing the
K results in fewer reallocations which decreaseCost1 but increase Cost2. The
optimum is found when summing these costs together. Simulations on a test
network gives the performance presented in Fig. 2.6. The profitability has
been plotted for different values of Tm and K . The 95% confidence interval
of the profitability is about�0:02 of the value. The profitability does not con-
sider the CBP between different node pairs, which means that the optimal Tm
gets closer to the minimum of absolute error as seen in appendix B, Figs. B.2
and B.7. The dotted line in Fig. 2.5 can easily be matched with the profitability
in Fig. 2.6 when Tm = 2:5 (low cost means high profitability).

The optimalK increases when having quick traffic changes. This depends
on the small Tm (1.5–2.0 taken from Figs. B.2 and B.3), which decreases the
possible lost connections during a traffic change. Furthermore, the proba-
bility to detect a traffic change is also larger. The K also increases when
having more nodes since the probability for any node to trigger a realloca-
tion increase. Having fifty nodes and slow traffic changes we get an optimal
K � 3:4.
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2.5 An Approach based on Game Theory

A distributed-iterative approach that is based on analytical results has also
been selected for the comparison in chapter 3. We consider the so-called
Gauss-Seidel approach as described in [61] (denoted as NONCOOP in the se-
quel). All the nodes update their capacity reservation on the outgoing VPCs
periodically and independent of the other nodes. To control the interaction
among the different VPCs a cost function is used that depends on the avail-
ability of capacity. Only one VPC updates the reserved capacity at a time,
based on information on the total capacity reserved by all other VPCs on the
path. This results in a two-step process. A VPC first inquires the minimum
amount of free capacity on the traversed links. The path is locked from up-
dates from other VPCs. Then the optimal capacity allocation is computed and
capacity is either requested or released. Finally, the path is made available to
other updates. The order in which the VPC updates their capacity does not
matter. Available capacity for a particular path (V PCi) is found by sending
messages. The result is used when calculating how much capacity is needed.
The capacity is the one that minimize the following cost function:

Ji = Fi(Ci; C) +Gi(Ci) (2.4)

Fi(Ci; C) =

(
Ci=(max(Cavail; �i)� Ci) ; Ci < max(Cavail; �i)
1 ; otherwise

(2.5)

Gi(Ci) =

(
1=(�i �ECi

(A)) ; �i > ECi
(A)

1 ; otherwise
(2.6)

Here, �i is the minimum guaranteed capacity. In our implementation, it is es-
timated by setting this to the capacity that gives an expected CBP equal to the
target MAXCBP for the basic traffic. Cavail means available capacity includ-
ing the actual reserved capacity. The �i is the target MAXCBP. In the evalu-
ation, we can not guarantee this to be the upper constraint of CBP. The cost
function (2.4) should account for the following trade-off. On the one hand,
each user should try to minimize the CBP, which is a decreasing function of
the reserved capacity. On the other hand, reserving capacity becomes more
difficult as the available capacity decreases and should thus be more expen-
sive. Function (2.5) accounts for the availability of the capacity as perceived
by V PCi. Function (2.6) accounts for the effect that the amount of reserved
capacity has on the performance of the specific VPC.
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According to theKuhn-Tucker optimality , we get a Nash equilibrium point

if:

F 0
i (Ci; C) = �G0

i(Ci)

This means that all capacity is allocated in a way so that (2.4) is minimized for
all VPCs. Many iterations of reallocations is required to get to this “point.”

The scheme can be altered to take into account the actual load situation on
the different links [61]. By introducing a parameterized cost function (2.7,2.8)
the user’s allocation functions (or strategies) can be adjusted by the network
manager.

Ji =
X
(u;v)

F uv
i (Cuv

i ; Cuv) +Gi(Ci) (2.7)

Fi(Ci; C) = Ci

�
�1 +

�2

(1� C
B )

n

�
(2.8)

In (2.7) the cost is summed up for all traversed links, where each traversed
link is denoted as (u; v). In (2.8) �1 represents a fixed cost per c.u., and �2 rep-
resents a unit cost attributed to congestion on the link. Congestion is (loosely)
defined as the situation when the reserved capacity C approaches the link ca-
pacity B. The parameter n determines how early congestion is detected. As
in [61] we have set �1 = 0:01, �2 = 0:001, and n = 1.

2.6 A Local Approach

2.6.1 Background

We denote this approach by ISOLA (as in isolated) to distinguish it from an
adaptive approach (described in chapter 2.7) that in addition uses informa-
tion about traffic loads. This approach is based on the methodology devel-
oped by Mocci et al : [75]. Their method allocates just enough VPC capacity
to meet the target CBP constraints during a given interval from the allocation
instant. This calls for the calculation of the average CBP over a finite time
interval of a system in a transient state. The time dependent state probabili-
ties are determined from the Markov chain in Fig. 2.7. New calls arrive with
an intensity of � to a loss system that can accommodate N connections. The
connection holding times are exponentially distributed with unit mean. The
problem is to find the Pijn(t), i:e: the probability to be in state i at time t start-
ing from the state n, with the initial condition that Pnjn(0) = 1 and Pijn(0) = 0
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Figure 2.7: Markov chain for the occupancy state
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Figure 2.8: The modified Markov chain

for i 6= n. The average CBP in the next interval with the actual occupancy of
n trunks is:

b(n) =
1

Tu

Z Tu

�=0
PN jn(�)d�: (2.9)

The goal is to find N for which b(n) is less than the target CBP. The calcula-
tion can be done by the method of Virtamo and Aalto [92]. They have done
a computation of a finite system with the help of an infinite system as seen
in Fig. 2.8. This can be done by adding an external source s(t), and by inject-
ing probability mass to state N+1 in such a way that the probability of N+1
keeps a fixed relation to that of state N in order to guarantee zero net flow of
probability between these states. By calculating (2.9) for different traffics and
occupancy states, a capacity allocation table can be built. Doing this, interpo-
lations of intermediate values are needed. As already seen, the calculation is
dependent on the traffic intensity, the target CBP, and the updating interval.
In [92] a simplified allocation function is presented, which does not depend
on the actual offered traffic:

N = dn+K("; Tu; n) �
p
ne; (2.10)

where N is the required capacity, n is the number of currently active calls,
and the factor K depends on the target CBP ("), updating interval (Tu), and
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n at time zero. The reason for this can be explained in the following way. Let
us say that the average number of arrivals during a mean holding time is �.
Most of the time the mean occupancy n is almost equal to � with a standard
deviation of

p
n. The factor K can be seen as a safety factor, which adds extra

capacity in units of the standard deviation of the occupation state (
p
n). If the

allocation function is evaluated for different � and K adjusted according to
n instead, the allocation function achieves a nearly constant CBP over a wide
range of �. The average blocking probability b(n), can be estimated with
simulation but also calculated from the previous formulation of the problem
for a given �. When having a small CBP the state of occupancy n is nearly
Poisson distributed with parameter �:

pn(�) =
�n

n!
e��

The overall connection setup blocking probability becomes:

CBP (�) =
1X
n=0

pn(�) � b(n; �)

For a specific Tu and ", the value ofK can be determined for different �. Once
again, � is replaced with n, making (2.10) only depend on n, ", and Tu.

By using formula (2.10), the needed capacity is calculated. It should be
noted that this kind of confidence-interval-like dimensioning occurs in var-
ious contexts. For example in [21] from 1914, the capacity for the outgoing
cables from a switch is dimensioned when the incoming traffic is known (by
the busy hour). This can in fact be related to the division of traffic to different
VPCs. In [28] a similar scheme is used for the calculation of needed resources
in burst and connection level and, as described in [84], when cell arrival rates
are modelled by Gaussian random variables. In [39] the equivalent capacity
is determined by such a formula by modelling homogeneous on-off sources
and using an approximation of the loss probabilities. It is important to note
that the formula, which is justified in a large time scale, also can be used in a
short time scale. For some types of traffics, however, it might be necessary to
use a more complex formula when calculating the equivalent capacity.

2.6.2 Methodology

The idea of this approach is to handle traffic variations on a short time scale,
which is larger than the mean interarrival time. Reallocation triggered by
each new arrival and departure affects both cost and stability. When more
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Figure 2.9: Our local (isolated) method

resources are needed, an increase request INC is sent on the FVPC. If the
request cannot be satisfied, the OVPCs are tested in the order they have
been put in the routing table by the selection process. When less capacity
is needed, DEC messages are sent and route selection is reversed so that the
least attractive OVPCs will be the first to release resources and so on.

Our approach [55, 54, 56] is illustrated in Fig. 2.9. The management is
done with the help of four types of control messages:

� Path finding (PTH) + Answer
� VPC Establishment (EST)
� Increase request (INC) + Answer
� Decrease (DEC)

The capacity increase request message INC will reserve either the request-
ed capacity or what is available on the traversed links. The amount of avail-
able capacity is stored in the INC on successive links. When it reaches the end
node, indicating the available capacity, an answer message is sent back to the
originating node. When an originating node determines that the specific ca-
pacity should be released, a DEC is sent in this case. The capacity reservation
is decreased on each traversed link and no return message is required.

The isolated approach is implemented as follows. A periodic manage-
ment procedure is used in each node (Fig. 2.9). Each node makes a decision
about whether to seize or release capacity on the VPCs originating from that
node. The capacity is changed with a dynamic step size. These decisions are
done at regular intervals (of length Tu). This procedure removes the depen-
dence between the processing load and the capacity reallocation, as described
in chapter 2.1. The approach uses a look-ahead scheme. The decision of how
much resources that are needed during the next Tu is based on the number of
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connections in progress. Allocation is done in such a way that the expected
time average of the CBP in the interval will be less than a predefined limit (or
target blocking probability, which is 1% in our study). The decision is done
by calculating the expected CBP over the interval for various capacities given
the offered traffic and present occupation state. The capacity that meets the
target CBP is the needed one. The calculation is quite complex, hence it is
suggested to use precalculated tables to achieve real time applicability.

2.6.3 Resource Reservation

When allocating resources on the links a reservation must be made just as in
the case of distributed approaches. Since there are many allocation requests
going on continuously, the effect of link locking is not desirable, especially
for big networks. The resources are instead reserved from a “pool” of unallo-
cated capacity for each link. When the answer message arrives, a comparison
is made with the reserved capacity already done on the actual link. If less
capacity can be used (than has been allocated) the surplus of the reserved
resources is put back into the pool. If there are no resources left a new re-
quest will not be done (as opposed to the distributed approach) because the
opportunity to reallocate resources are frequent.
We use the following information in the routing table for each VPC:

1. Forward link
2. Backward link
3. Allocated capacity
4. Temporarily allocated capacity from the pool
5. Number of hops

For other approaches, extra information is needed, e:g: fair share of capac-
ity and so forth. A drawback of this approach is that longer VPCs have more
difficulty to increase the resources compared to shorter ones. An attempt to
decrease this unfairness is to reserve some of the resources for longer VPCs.
More resources should be reserved for longer VPCs and allowing at least one
c.u. for the longest VPC.

2.6.4 Resource Utilization

As seen above, this approach does not take into account the interaction be-
tween several VPCs on a physical link of fixed capacity. For example, al-
though Ks computed for 1% target CBP will actually result in this value (as
long as the physical link permits), the result will be under utilization of the
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Figure 2.10: A reallocation sequence

link if not all capacity is seized. If, however, a larger K is used, the CBP will
actually decrease and the link will be fully utilized. In this case, a higher K
will thus better exploit the traffic fluctuations, i:e: when some VPCs tempo-
rary increase their number of allocations, other VPCs decrease theirs. Figure
2.10 shows a reallocation sequence in principle, when having five VPCs on a
link. The problem is how to decrease the amount of unused capacity in the
best way.

Another complication is K’s dependence on the updating interval. The
updating interval Tu determines the rate at which new decisions regarding
allocations can be made. The optimal choice of updating interval is deter-
mined by the trade-off between the increased traffic (which partly depends
on K) and the overhead associated with updating. Capacity should be al-
located only when actually needed; allocating too much will lead to under
utilization and allocating too little will lead to excessive blocking. The updat-
ing interval Tu determines the rate at which new decisions regarding alloca-
tions can be made. Clearly, frequent possibilities to change allocations (small
Tu) will permit smaller capacity margins without risking excessive blocking
during the interval and vice versa .

The isolated approach multiplexes VPCs in a special way. Considering a
deterministic multiplexing of the VPCs, i:e: each VPC gets a fair portion of
the capacity over a long time the CBP can be calculated using the Erlang B-
formula for each VPC. When having full statistical multiplexing of all VPCs,
the CBP can be calculated from the same formula by adding all traffics to-
gether. Since the approach reallocates the capacity on a rather frequent basis,
the CBP gets lower than for the deterministic multiplexing, but higher than
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Figure 2.11: Multiplexing gain for
five VPCs on a link
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Figure 2.12: Multiplexing gain for
ten VPCs on a link

for the full multiplexing. When using a sufficiently short Tu the CBP reaches
the same level as for full multiplexing over one link. When using VPCs, it
is often mentioned that the inability to cope with short traffic fluctuations is
a big drawback. This assumption can be incorrect, if alternative routing and
updating interval are taken into consideration. In order to optimize total per-
formance, an optimal allocation strategy in terms of K and Tu must thus be
found.

2.6.5 Allocation Function

To obtain an optimal allocation function we first study the effect of K when
having many VPCs on the same link. We denote the K (for a specific traffic
intensity, Tu, and traffic load situation) that minimizes the total number of
blocked calls (for a specific link) as Kopt. Figures 2.11 and 2.12 show the
impact the number of VPCs has on Kopt for Tu = 0:01 and Tu = 0:1. The lines
are interpolated between evaluated Ks (circles). The dashed lines show the
95% confidence intervals.

The curves in Fig. 2.11 show the mean CBP when having five VPCs each
carrying 152 Erlangs (this value was selected in accordance with our test net-
works) and Fig. 2.12 refers to ten VPCs. In both figures, the total capacity
available is dimensioned so that each VPC can expect 1% loss if deterministic
multiplexing is used. It is observed that Kopt is almost independent of the
number of VPCs, and that, as expected, a lower CBP is noted for ten VPCs
than for five.

We also note that the resulting, minimal CBP falls between the full sharing
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Figure 2.13: Distribution of FVPCs per link

(4:55 � 10�5 and 1:07 � 10�7 for five and ten VPCs respectively) and full parti-
tioning (1 � 10�2) values. It is also interesting to note that the Kopt obtained
differs from the K that meets the fixed target of 1% CBP [92], which is 0.74
for Tu = 0:1 and one VPC carrying a traffic of 152 Erlangs. It is concluded
that there is a potentially best K which appears to depend more on Tu = 0:1
than on the actual traffic.

2.6.6 Optimizing the Allocation Function

A real network with traffics of various magnitudes interacting in different
combinations and numbers on link of different capacities poses a very com-
plex problem. To determine K and Tu for an inhomogeneous network we
apply costs for control messages and use an average link in the network un-
der study. We refer to this as the one-link model [53]. On this link we consider
a mean traffic consisting a couple of “background-VPCs.” With use of simu-
lations, the K and Tu are optimized.

In the test networks, the mean number of FVPCs on a link is about four
and each has an average capacity of 171. Figure 2.13 shows the average dis-
tribution of FVPCs per link for our test networks. Similarly, calculating the
average traffic demands over all node pairs results in 152 Erlangs. With this
in mind, our average link consists of four VPCs as background-traffics each
carrying 152 Erlangs.

It should be noted that FVPC-traffics in reality interact with OVPCs. The
requests for resources on the OVPCs form some kind of overflow process
since requests only are made when requests on the FVPC are rejected. It is
also difficult to estimate the average behaviour of these VPCs without simu-
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lating the complete network. We ignore them in these experiments and deal
with them later in chapter 2.6.7.

Table 2.1 shows the Kopts found for the average link and for various up-
dating intervals. It turns out that not only are the optima flat as indicated in
Figs. 2.11 and 2.12 (hence the exact values are not critical), but we shall later
on see that the results apply to the complete networks too.

Having found the Kopts for the background-traffic, we now add another
VPC and study Kopts for different traffic intensities and different updating
intervals on this VPC. Additional capacity on the link is added so that, as
mentioned before, deterministic multiplexing would result in 1% loss.

The result is displayed in Figs. 2.14 and 2.15 where Kopt is given over a
range of different traffics and for Tu = 0:01 and Tu = 0:10. The values are
given as intervals because there is no particular K for which there is a dis-
tinct minimum of the total number of lost calls (see Figs. 2.11 and 2.12). As a
comparison, the K values calculated for only one VPC and a fixed target of
1% CBP, as described in [92], are also shown (solid lines). The intervals ob-
tained in the diagrams lead to the conclusion that a fixed Kopt can preferably

Table 2.1: Kopt for the background-VPCs.

Tu 0.01 0.04 0.07 0.10 0.13 0.16 0.19
Kopt 0.50 0.82 1.03 1.15 1.28 1.31 1.40
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Figure 2.17: Profitability for differ-
ent Ks, Tu = 0:10

be used for different traffics. A comparison between the figures and Table 2.1
suggests that we may use the values given in the table.

Figure 2.16 shows profitability as a function of the updating interval for
different message costs. The upper line is the result when having a message
cost of 1�10�4 , the lower line when having a message cost of 0.03 + 1�10�4 , and
the step between the message costs is 0.01. The dotted lines are interpolated
between evaluated Tus (circles).

It is observed that the higher the cost, the lower the profitability. More-
over, it can be seen that the optimum is further to the right the higher the
updating cost. For example, for a cost of 0.01 we find Tu;opt � 0:07 while for
a cost of 0.03 we find Tu;opt � 0:12. This observation is in perfect agreement
with the assumption that more frequent reallocations are preferable when the
message cost is small.

Finally we wish to investigate the actual optimality of our K-value. We
consider a message cost of 0.03 where, according to Fig. 2.16, the optimal
Tu � 0:10 � 0:14. The corresponding K-value (which was used in Fig. 2.16)
is, according to Table 2.1, between 1.15 and 1.3.

Figure 2.17 shows the resulting profitability as a function of K averaged
on the ten test networks. The figure suggests that the actually optimal
K � 1.4, i:e: somewhat higher than our model predicts. On the other hand,
the resulting difference in performance between the two values is small. It
is noted that the alternative to using our model with averages is to conduct
full-scale simulations of a network over a range of K and Tu-values.

Comparing the results to a fixed allocation scheme where the VPCs are
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model, c.u. = 1
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Figure 2.19: Comparison with the
model, c.u. = 10

engineered according to the basic traffic, the results are even better. (Both
schemes use DAR.) For our example with a message cost of 0.03, the prof-
itability for the fixed allocation is 92.2%, while our method reaches 93.5%.
This may seem a small difference, but it should be remembered that the span
between actual and full profitability represents a potential operator profit in-
crease. The fact that this has dropped from 7.8% with fixed allocation to 6.5%
with our method means a significant step towards profit maximization.

2.6.7 A Method for Estimating the Allocation Factor

To simplify the problem of setting the parameter K for an inhomogeneous
network we consider the situation on an average link in the network under
study [53]. On this link we put a mean traffic consisting of a couple of FVPCs.
In these test networks, the mean number of FVPCs on a link is approximately
four and each has on the average, a traffic of 130 Erlang. The mean capacity
per VPC can be calculated or set to the amount allocated to this size of traffic.
The capacity that gives on the average 1% CBP is 148. With this in mind, our
average link consists of four VPCs as background-traffics each carrying 130
Erlang, and the link capacity is set to 592. We have simulated such a link and
Figs. 2.18 and 2.19 show the comparisons with three examples of networks,
when a c.u. can handle one and ten connections respectively. The dashed
lines show the 95% confidence interval and the circles show the evaluated
Ks. When using a c.u. of ten the optimal K is smaller due to the rounding-up
of needed capacity into whole capacity units. The optimal K depends much
more on the actual networks when the capacity is handled in bundles of ten
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Figure 2.21: Demands are balanced

connections, and the result is difficult to estimate. It is seen that the model
is sufficient for determining the parameter K , particularly when the c.u. = 1
and the CBP is not far from the values in the example networks.

When using dynamic alternative routing (DAR) and trunk reservation,
it is important to estimate the overflow traffic in the whole network to be
able to get a correct setting of K . For the estimation, we again use the one-
link model. This time we additionally inject an overflow traffic (B-traffic) to
be handled if enough capacity exists for the direct traffic (A-traffic) as deter-
mined by the trunk reservation (ten connections). One strategy is to use a sort
of Erlang fix point method, i:e: the additional B-traffic is iteratively adjusted
so it finally equals the resulting rejected traffic. This gives us a value for K
between 1.1 - 1.3, as seen in Fig. 2.21. Instead of plotting the profit, we show a
weighted CBP that is explained below. However, this model does not include
the most important aspect of traffic imbalance. When busy centres are used
(see appendix C), the links that are over-loaded will cause B-traffic to possi-
bly be alternate routed. A better estimation of the K value can be made if
over- and under-loaded links are separated. By studying the measured traf-
fics of a network, this estimation can be done. We study two cases of traffic
demand imbalance denoted as moderate traffic demand imbalance (MI) and
high traffic demand imbalance (HI).

Two aspects are especially important. When a link has a high traffic load,
the number of rejected calls will increase when K is increased. When a link
has a low traffic load, then the number of rejected calls will decrease when
increasing K . A trade-off should be made by evaluating the one-link model
in two cases, which we denote as Linko and Linku. One of them represents
over-loaded links, Linko and the other one represents under-loaded links,
Linku as shown in Fig. 2.20. We assume that the links are independent and
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Figure 2.22: MI traffic
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Figure 2.23: HI traffic

that the B-traffic is a Poisson process. The difference compared to the previ-
ous method is that iterations are not used. The estimation of the total B-traffic
is the amount of rejected traffic from Linko, which is injected to Linku (Fig.
2.20).

When classifying the over- and under-loaded links, we adjust a so-called
reference level for the comparison when the traffics are evaluated. The refer-
ence level is the relation of the traffic to the “basic traffic” for which the net-
work was dimensioned. We relate to this when categorizing the demand lev-
els on the various links. We do this to get about the same number of links of
both types. The average traffic for the links which has a traffic above the ref-
erence level is used for Linko, and the average traffic for the links which has
a traffic below the reference level is used for Linku. In our test networks, the
number of over- and under-loaded links is almost equal after re-normalising
the traffics.

The profit is a measure of the total number of handled calls in a network
(at least for a network provider). When an overflow connection is handled,
the profit is less than if it had been allocated on the FVPC since two VPCs
are used instead. To account for this we divide the profit for handling an
overflow connection by two. Similarly, the cost of rejecting an overflow con-
nection is divided by two. To get the weighted CBP, the cost of lost calls per
VPC is divided by the average traffic. Figures 2.22 and 2.23 show the decrease
in profit due to lost calls, in a case of moderate and high traffic demand im-
balance.

In Figs. 2.24 and 2.25, the CBP for three test networks is evaluated with
two OVPCs (dashed lines) and when only the FVPC is used (solid lines). The
test networks are selected to represent all of the test networks and to give the
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Figure 2.24: CBPs with & without
OVPCs and no DAR
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Figure 2.25: CBPs with & without
OVPCs using DAR
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Figure 2.26: HI traffic without
DAR
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Figure 2.27: HI traffic with DAR

range of different performance (minimum, middle, and maximum). When
OVPCs are used, more network capacity is allocated, since the OVPCs have
on the average 50% more physical links to traverse. This results in a higher
CBP than when not using the OVPCs at all. This indicates that the isolated
VPC management approach handles quick random traffic fluctuations and
suggests that no OVPCs should be used.

Figures 2.26 and 2.27 show profitability as a function of K for different
message costs with and without DAR when having a HI traffic. The upper
line is the result when having a message cost of 1 � 10�4, the lower line when
having a message cost of 0.03 + 1 � 10�4, and the step between the message
costs is 0.01. The circles show the evaluated Ks. It is observed that the higher
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Figure 2.28: MI traffic with DAR
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Figure 2.29: Traffic demand is bal-
anced with/without DAR

the cost, the lower the profitability. Moreover, it can be seen that the optimum
is reached for a higher value of K when DAR is used as indicated in Fig. 2.27.
This depends on the trunk reservation (TR), which is set to ten connections
for the direct traffic (A-traffic). To be able to support alternate routed calls,
more capacity has to be reserved, hence a larger K is more profitable to the
network. In other words, when using DAR the selection of K depends on the
trunk reservations. It is seen that our estimated Ks match the actual values
despite the simplifications used. Figure 2.29 shows the profitability in a case
when traffic intensities are in balance with the link capacities, i:e: no busy
centre (with same cost settings as in Fig. 2.26). The dashed lines show the
results when DAR is not used and the solid lines when DAR is used. The
model for overflow traffic using the Erlang fix point method is designed for
a balanced traffic as in Fig. 2.29. The estimated K is obtained from Fig. 2.21.
The estimated Ks for Figs. 2.26 and 2.27 are obtained from Fig. 2.23. By com-
paring Fig. 2.29 with Figs. 2.26, 2.27 and 2.28, we can conclude that it is im-
portant to have a larger K when DAR is used, when there is a traffic demand
imbalance, i:e: a mismatch between the link dimensions and the traffics. This
is presumably the most probable case in a real network.

The difference in profitability is higher for large traffic demand imbalance
which means that K should be selected to cope with HI traffic since the re-
sulting negative effect in a balanced situation is minimal. In our example it
should be selected from Fig. 2.27 (if DAR is used, c.u. = 1), which only re-
sults in a decrease in profitability by about 0.02% when traffic demands are
in balance.

The estimated values of K are in good agreement with the actual val-
ues. To validate the method of estimation we have additionally applied it to
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Figure 2.30: Profitability for smaller
TR
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Figure 2.31: CBP for smaller TR

the networks in two other situations. Firstly, the number of connections re-
served for the A-traffic is not optimal. By using smaller values of the trunk
reservation, we should actually decrease the optimal K . Secondly, we do not
normalize the total amount of traffic in the network after the selection of a
busy centre. This means that the number of over-loaded links becomes less
than the number of under-loaded. The method of identifying the two kinds
of links and getting the average traffic loads for them uses the average traffic
for the classification.

In Figs. 2.30 and 2.31 we see that the optimal K is decreased towards the
value of K when no DAR is used (Figs. 2.18 and 2.19) and that the actual and
estimated Ks are almost the same. One should also note that the profitability
has increased due to a smaller trunk reservation. In the case of unnormalized
traffic, the reference level is adjusted to 0.83 to get about the same number of
over- and under-loaded links. The average load for Linko gets the same as
the basic traffic, and for Linku it gets about two thirds of the basic traffic. The
average traffic per VPC is about 110 Erlangs but the same capacity is used as
before. Even in this situation we get a good estimate of the optimal value of
K .

The number of INC and DEC messages decreases when increasing K ,
since less capacity will be available and the number of capacity reallocations
will decrease. When having traffic demand imbalance, the number of mes-
sages and particularly alternate routed calls will increase when increasing K .
The total message cost is to be related to the profitability of handling more
connections. To optimize the profitability a proper setting of K and Tu has
to be done. In our evaluation the CBP has a larger impact on the profitabil-
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Figure 2.32: Performance for five
VPCs
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Figure 2.33: Performance for fifteen
VPCs

ity, and an estimation of the number of messages seems less important when
trying to select the proper K value.

2.7 An Adaptive Local Approach

This approach is denoted as ALCRA (adaptive local capacity reservation ap-
proach). Some gain can be made by applying different K-values to different
node pairs, and by adaptive tuning of the K-value according to present con-
ditions. The latter implies that the safety margin K is adjusted up if there is
little competition for resources and vice versa . The degree of competition can
be judged per VPC from the measurement of free capacity on the route [56].
In this case we will get an adaptive decentralized approach. The main dif-
ference to other decentralized approaches is the use of the occupation state.
Therefore, we denote this approach and the isolated one as local approaches.

As indicated earlier the one-link model is sufficient for determining the
optimal K . The optimal K will, however, change along with the traffic load
and VPC congestion state (see Figs. 2.34 and 2.35). Using an adaptive K is an
attempt to exploit this dependence. To estimate the congestion state we use
a special data field in the INC message. Each intermediate node (including
the first one) divides the amount of free capacity with the number of VPCs
on the actual link, and forwards this value which is labelled as L. The answer
message contains the minimum of L for the actual path. In Figs. 2.32 and
2.33, L is related to K for a set of different traffic load situations, for five and
fifteen VPCs respectively. The same one-link model as in [53] has been used.
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Figure 2.34: CBP for five VPCs
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Figure 2.35: CBP for fifteen VPCs

The solid curves show six different traffic loads (giving 20%, 10%, 5%, 2%, 1%,
and 0.5% CBP, from down-left to upper-right). Each curve has a minimum of
lost calls for a specific K and L. The points marked with asterisks show the
CBP which is within 0.05% from the minimum. The dashed line between the
minima minimizes the quadratic error of K . The optimal K can be selected
in a wider range when the CBP is low. To simplify the problem of finding
a proper K , we use a linear relation between K and L. The straight line in
Fig. 2.33 has been chosen in an attempt to characterize K’s dependence on
the traffic load. The line is defined by K(L) = 0:4 + 0:2 �L. The K is updated
according to this formula after each new observation of L.

The adaptation can be explained by the following example. Let us con-
sider that the overall traffic has decreased after a stable period on a single
link, having five VPCs (see Fig. 2.32). Accordingly the CBP decreases from,
let us say, 5% to 1%. The measured L is thereby increased from about 2 to
10, indicating that there is more capacity available. The K is increased more
than one could expect since the optimal K should be about 1.3, (where the
K-L line cuts the 1% CBP line). For security reasons the K is restricted to be
below 1.7, which gives a limit on how much that can be allocated to a sin-
gle VPC. The effect of having some VPCs having too big a value of K and
some having a too small one results in an amount of unreserved capacity
which lies somewhere between these extremes of observed Ls. The distribu-
tion of L corresponds to the occupancy states but will consequently also (on
the average) correspond to the actual load situation. In Figs. 2.34 and 2.35
the upper line shows when the network is dimensioned for a 20% CBP, and
the other lines is for 10%, 5%, 2%, 1%, and 0.5% CBP respectively. We can
see that the selection of K is important especially when there are many VPCs
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Figure 2.36: K-trace, HI traffic
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Figure 2.37: K-trace, MI traffic

and the CBP is moderate. It should be noted that high CBP often indicates
a high traffic. Since a change in CBP has more impact on the number of lost
calls for a high traffic than for a low one, the potential increase in handled
calls can not be assessed from the figures directly. The Erlang B-formula was
therefore used to calculate the traffics in Figs. 2.32 - 2.35, which gives differ-
ent CBPs. These traffics should be used when estimating the number of lost
calls. Figures 2.36 and 2.37 show the variations of K for a sample VPC. Both
figures show the adaptation of K for three full cycles of the traffic demand
matrices (see appendix C). No alternative routing is used. It is seen that K is
more often reaching the limiting values when the traffic variations are larger.
The regulation of K becomes smoother if the change is decreased a little (e:g:
using the mean value of the new K and the previous one). By doing this
the profitability decreases. A better method is to smooth the measure of free
capacity, e:g: by using Lnew = (Lact + Lprev)=2.

2.7.1 Different Factors when Selecting the Allocation Factor

The setting of K is influenced by different factors as shown in Table 2.2. The
more VPCs there are in a link, the better the multiplexing effect will be, which
enables a larger value of K . When the traffic load is low, then there will be
free capacity that can be allocated by using a larger K . The profitability will
decrease if OVPCs are used, because they consume generally more network
resources. The updating interval, Tu is selected according to the message cost.
If the message cost is high, Tu is chosen to be longer which in turn decreases
the number of control messages, and to compensate for this, a larger K has
to be chosen. Increasing the allocated capacity will enable the handling of
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alternate routed calls from other VPCs, when DAR is used.

Table 2.2: Factors used when selecting K .

Decrease K if: Increase K if:
High traffic load Low traffic load
OVPCs are used Only FVPCs are used
Short Tu Long Tu
DAR not used DAR is used
Capacity in large units Capacity in small units
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Chapter 3

Performance Comparisons

3.1 Parameters of Interest

There are many different methods to improve the performance. They mainly
differ in the objective function(s) to be optimized, the number of different
paths between node-pairs, and used constraints, e:g: having a target MAX-
CBP. This makes conclusive comparisons very difficult. However, some gen-
eral aspects can be discussed. The problem is to set costs for control mes-
sages and processing which enables calculation of comparable numbers. We
can consider having an upper limit on the number of messages that can be
handled within a certain time interval in a switch. If a signalling network
with a fixed capacity (out-band signalling) is considered, a certain amount
of the link capacity can be regarded as belonging to the signalling network.
This capacity is not included in the dynamic capacity allocation. If for in-
stance RM-cells are used (in-band signalling), a cost can be given to mes-
sages, which is related to the loss in revenue due to less handled customer
traffic. In [20] a cost model based on transmission, switching and setup costs
are investigated. The result is that the optimal policy is having both VP and
VCs. In [18] a cost-benefit study is done. The cost of traffic carrying capacity
is related to the control costs. When capacity is cheap relative to control, it
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becomes economic to use VPCs and to periodically update the reservations.
In [7] the total network cost is considered including the architecture and VPC
management.

3.1.1 Profitability

The profitability is used to enable a reasonable evaluation of the overall per-
formance by combining gains and costs [57, 58, 60]. In our evaluation, the
performance is based on the attained profitability as described in chapter 2.4.
We do not consider different network architectures and costs related to hard-
ware.

A more detailed analyse of the overhead cost has also been done. In this
case the overhead cost for all connections can be described as:

Overhead = (CallsH +AltR+ LinkR) � CVC + Sigs � CS +VPu � CC (3.1)

The number of handled calls (connections) is denoted as CallsH. CVC is the
VC link setup cost (we use 0.05, as we assume it is set in [18]) including con-
trol and selection of VPI and VCI numbers (and an extra cost for switching).
Sigs denotes the number of control messages, and CS is the cost for a control
message (1�10�4). The number of changes of reserved capacity in the nodes is
denoted as VPu, and CC is the cost for updating reserved capacity in a node
(0.01). AltR is the number of alternate routed calls, and LinkR is the number
of hop-by-hop routed calls. The profitability calculated this way is denoted
as “Profitability2” and the previous (described in 2.4.3 which only uses the
amount of control messages) as “Profitability1.” The hop-by-hop routing is
in the following denoted as link routing (LINKR).

The measure of the profitability can be discussed from different points of
views, such as in-band or out-band signalling. One can discuss if the capac-
ity of the signalling network should be taking into account and if the costs
are correct. We have seen that if the VC link setup cost is decreased from
0.05 to 0.01, then the mutual order of Profitability2 (best to worst) between
all approaches stays the same, except between the FIXED and the NOVPC
approach. In this case, NOVPC gets better than FIXED when having high
network load. However, a comparison can not rely on one measure only. In
the following sections, complementary measures are discussed.

3.1.2 Control Messages

The handling of control messages is modelled as illustrated in Fig. 3.1. The
number of control messages that can be handled by a switch is limited. Mea-
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In-ports Out-ports

Upper layers

Figure 3.1: Handling of control messages

surements on commercial ATM switches available today results in a mean
value of maximum handled messages of 10–50 per second [85]. New tech-
nology will, however, increase the speed of the switches. In the evaluations
we set the signalling CPU service time in our model to 20 ms and simply
measure the maximum number of messages/t.u. for any node.

A rough message transfer time has been used. The time to send a message
over a link is set to the time it takes to send 53 bytes through a 155 Mb/s in-
terface. The propagation time through the links is assumed small. If the net-
work is big, however, there is an extra time delay if the receiving node do not
process any message. Otherwise, the propagation delay only decreases the
queuing time spent in the incoming message buffer, since the rest of the time
is spent traversing the link in a speed of approximately 2 � 108 m/s. The local
approach depends on an efficient handling of the control messages more than
the other approaches do. If the length across the network is about two thou-
sand kilometres, simulation results indicate that the profitability decreases in
the order of one tenth of a percent for the local approach, when taking the
propagation delay into account. For the NOVPC approach, this delay will
increase the connection setup time. Faster handling of control messages will
increase the performance.

3.1.3 Connection Setup Blocking Probability

It is important for a dynamic capacity allocation scheme to be robust and
able to handle unexpected traffic changes. Evaluations of the performances
should be done for different traffic loads and distributions in the networks.
The MAXCBP is important since the impacts of large CBP on redialling as
well as fairness among the customers must be taken into account.

In [35], something called the Erlang bound , gives a theoretical lower limit
of the total CBP. Here, the arrival process is assumed to be Poisson, and all
connection times are arbitrarily distributed with unit mean. Consider a fully
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connected network with J nodes, with the link between nodes i and j having
a capacity of Cij . The number of ongoing connections between i and j, at a
particular time t, is denoted as nij(t). Calls use a single connection between i
and j or can be rerouted via a tandem node k. A dynamic routing scheme is
allowed to reject a call, choose a direct or alternative path via a tandem, and
reroute calls in progress. The carried traffic across a cut separating the set of
nodes S from its complement set, can be viewed as the traffic carried on an
isolated link. This link has a capacity equal to the sum of all links in the cut
(Ctot) and carries a traffic that is equal to the sum of all the traffics through
the cut (�tot). Let B be the CBP. The Erlang B-formula is denoted as EC(�),
with traffic � and capacity C . The following is proposed in [35]:

B = 1�Ef
X
i<j

nij(t)g=
X
i<j

�ij ;

Proposition : B � g(�) where g(�) is the minimum of the linear program:

minimize g(�) =
X
i<j

�ijbij=
X
i<j

�ij subject to

X
i2S;j 62S

�ijbij �
X

i2S;j 62S

�ij � ECtot
(�tot) 8S � f1; 2; � � � ; Jg

bij = bji � 0 8i < j:

In [13], the Erlang bound is used to calculate a so-called robustness index .
The Erlang bound is difficult to calculate when reallocations occur frequently
and is more difficult to do for big networks. We will instead use Profitability1
and make comparisons with the NOVPC approach.

Another measure is the MAXCBP. In many studies, an upper bound of
the MAXCBP of 10% has been used. This might limit effects like redialling
and customers getting so disappointed that they rather move to other service-
providers. In the case of having a large MAXCBP, we think one could see the
situation as having an underdimensioned network. For robustness one could
study the performance when getting a MAXCBP of, for example, from 0%–
25%.

Having a general overload makes the effect of the bandwidth manage-
ment noticeable. This is because the mean MAXCBP will level out at the
upper bound (at the target MAXCBP) for a certain interval (of the overload-
traffic). When the load is increased further, it will start to increase again
when the overload gets too much for the network (and management func-
tion) to handle. This “break-point” will give the maximum of traffic load that
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still could be considered acceptable for customers (if they occur infrequent
enough).

To get a detailed overview of the CBP performance of a certain VPCNM
strategy, the distribution of different CBPs among the different VPCs could
be investigated as a complement (e:g: as done in [7]: 0%–0.1%, 0.1%–1%, 1%–
3%, 3%–10%, 10%–20%, >20%).

3.1.4 Other Parameters

We have also evaluated the number of connections that have been alternate
routed and the ones that have been routed link-by-link. The amount of un-
allocated capacity indicates how well the network is utilized. Furthermore,
we have recorded the number of capacity reallocations, which indicates the
control effort needed for the different approaches. The number of control
messages per node and time unit is also observed together with the maxi-
mum queue length of the message buffer.

3.2 Assumptions

In this evaluation, we implement predefined routes and resources by means
of VPCs upon which individual virtual channel connections (VCCs) are es-
tablished and terminated for each connection. The nodes have both VP and
VC routing capabilities. We adaptively form a complete network of VPCs,
which constitutes a higher layer that is logically independent of an underly-
ing physical network.

We have compared the previously described approaches together with a
fixed approach (FIXED) which does not reallocate the VPC capacities, but it
is a central approach that uses the mean traffic for the capacity distribution.
In addition, an approach that does not use VPCs at all is evaluated. This
approach establishes connections hop-by-hop (denoted as NOVPC). In this
case, the control messages are only counted, i:e: the time delays are neglected.
This will thus model a simplified traditional telephone network.

In this study, ten non-hierarchical networks with ten nodes each are used
(which can be seen as core networks). A smaller evaluation of a 50-node net-
work is also done. The networks are fully meshed, i:e: VPCs are formed
so that all nodes have direct VPCs to all other nodes. The traffic used is
described in appendix C. To simulate traffic variations and as a test of ro-
bustness, ten different traffic patterns were generated for each network by
randomly selecting a busy centre (see appendix C). Nodes inside the centre
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increase their traffic above the average and those outside the centre decrease
theirs. We have denoted this traffic as high traffic demand imbalance (HI).
We also consider a general overload traffic demand (GO) where the traffic
has been changed proportionally. The total network traffic load is related to
the basic traffic (for which the network was dimensioned) and denoted as
the network load. For example, a network load of 1.2 with GO traffic, means
20% increase of the basic traffic. We neglect the effect of redialling. Our test
networks have the capacity to handle the mean traffic with 1% CBP.

We have found very little benefits from using several paths by using our
traffic patterns. Therefore, only the FVPC is used. This also decreases the
need of considering the increase in effective bandwidth when the traffic is
divided into paths with smaller capacity. A VCC between two nodes is nor-
mally routed over the corresponding, direct VPC. The one-link VPCs are able
to use all unreserved capacity on the link they use, unless a link reservation
has temporarily been done during some reallocation phase.

For the sake of simplicity, we limit the numerical examples of this study
to the case of a single, uniform service class. However, the results are easily
extended to multi-service networks. Multiplexing in the burst scale (e:g: for
VBR services) is hidden in the use of effective bandwidth [26, 39] hence exten-
sions to bursty traffics is straightforward. We consider traditional telephone
traffic. Requests for connections arrive at independent negative exponen-
tially distributed intervals for all node pairs which means that the statistical
multiplexing gain in the call-scale can be determined by using the Erlang B-
formula. The offered traffic is estimated by arrival counting. The connection
holding time is assumed negative exponentially distributed with unit mean.

All approaches use one c.u. per connection (i:e: the finest granularity).
Reallocations are done periodically and they use the same networks and traf-
fic patterns. The updating interval has been set to three t.u.s for the central,
link-iterative, and Gauss-Seidel scheme, and for the local methods Tu is set
to 0.1. The optimal setting of Tu when estimating the traffic demands is anal-
ysed in appendix A. This has been done for the HI traffic, and when having
a GO traffic it can be seen as a test for robustness, since the optimal traffic
measuring interval for the GO traffic case should be very long.

As a complement to VPC rearrangements, we have applied dynamic al-
ternative routing by means of DAR. Two control messages are used to de-
termine the status of the transit nodes, a request and an answer. A central
approach can use a special algorithm for global optimization of trunk reser-
vation, TR. The local and iterative methods can not use this algorithm, since
they do not have access to global information, but we have estimated the op-
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timal setting for our local method. For normal traffic loads the optimal TR
has a value between two and four (which corresponds well with earlier stud-
ies, e:g: [7]). The performance is not sensitive for an exact setting of TR under
normal traffic loads, so one can set the TR to a fixed value. With this in mind,
it has been set to three.

For the approach that does not use VPCs (NOVPC), the first option is the
shortest path and secondly the shortest paths to and from a tandem node (as
in DAR) are tested. The hop-by-hop allocation (LINKR) is also used for the
other approaches as a complement to DAR (with the same trunk reservation).
If this does not succeed, the connection is rejected.

The ISOLA approach maximizes the network’s unused capacity without
violating the target CBP, while ALCRA utilizes all of the capacity by allowing
a relatively large allocation factor (K = 3:0). This also gives an indication of
a light load situation where the allocation formula can use a traffic measure-
ment instead of the actual number of allocated connections (and at the same
time decrease the number of reallocations). The CENT and ITER approaches
reserve practically all of the capacity.
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Figure 3.2: Profitability1, GO traffic
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Figure 3.3: Profitability2, GO traffic
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Figure 3.4: Markings of the different approaches

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Profitability

In figures 3.2 – 3.18, the different approaches are marked as shown in Fig. 3.4.
The figures 3.2 – 3.6 show the profitability as a function of load for all ap-
proaches discussed. The differences are, however, not big. CENT has an ad-
vantage of being able to calculate an optimal TR, and the capacity is allocated
on an end-to-end basis for each VPC. Using Profitability1, many approaches
are nearly as good as the NOVPC. Figure 3.2 indicates that NOVPC performs
worse than ALCRA and NONCOOP for high network load. This is probably
due to the too small setting of the TR. Using Profitability2, the NOVPC gets
much worse than FIXED due to the amount of VC setups. For high general
overload, ALCRA outperforms the others due to frequent reallocations but
on the same time giving high maximal VPC CBPs. It seems as if the setting
of TR is less critical for ALCRA and ISOLA.

For the situation with the HI traffic demand case, ITER performs better
than in the case of general overload. ISOLA is worst for low load since it
does not detect the low load. Compared to having a fixed global and optimal
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Figure 3.5: Profitability1, HI traffic
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Figure 3.6: Profitability2, HI traffic

K of 1.2 (as seen in Fig. 2.29) for ISOLA, the adjusted K-value for ALCRA
will increase the profitability only for very high load. This can be explained
by the fact that most of the links are either under utilized or heavily congested
(Fig. 2.37), which means that the potential decrease of the CBP is low as indi-
cated by the discussion about Figs. 2.34 and 2.35. When using the mean value
of L along the paths (instead of the minimum), the profitability decrease to
the same level as for the isolated approach. This means that it is important
to set the K according to the most congested link. The use of an additional
VCC allocation on one-hop VPCs increases the profitability in the same order
as the use of an adaptive K does. The increase of profitability when using
DAR is about the same as the use of both adaptive K and VCC allocation
link-by-link.

When NONCOOP iterate the allocation for each VPC 5 times in a se-
quence (at each update instant), the convergence to a steady and stationary
allocation can not be observed. Noncooperative games often exhibit com-
plex behaviour as for example instability. The number of iterations should,
according to [61] be much more and subsequently making the approach iter-
ating all the time. In our evaluation, the extra gain in making many iterations
is low, which means that there has to be a trade-off between the cost of many
iterations and the extra benefit of getting close to a steady Nash equilibrium
point. If the free capacity is divided by the number of VPCs (as done in
ALCRA) the capacity allocation seems to converge. Small changes will, how-
ever, disturb the scheme and suddenly make it converge to another steady
state of the capacity distribution. We have seen that the cost function that
takes the link loads into account gives a better performance. The far most
important mechanism to use for increasing the profitability, is the ability for
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Figure 3.7: Mean MAXCBP, GO
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Figure 3.8: Mean MAXCBP, HI traf-
fic

one-hop VPCs to use all unreserved capacity on the link. Without this exten-
sion, the performance can be worse than for FIXED and using LINKR will
further increase the performance for high loads.

3.3.2 Maximum CBP

As can be seen in Fig. 3.7 the mean MAXCBP gets high for the decentralized
approaches for high traffic loads. This depends on the different ways of al-
locating capacity link-by-link. Only CENT can control the maximum VPC
CPB. On the other hand, reserving a small amount of capacity for many-
hop-VPCs will decrease the CBP for these. It is possible to reserve different
amount depending on the number of hops each VPC have. In a capacity
request message, the number of hops can be included. The node will have a
table to get the amount of VPC hop count trunk reservation. The longest VPC
will be able to allocate all capacity that is left. An evaluation has been done
with having two connections reserved for each “class” of VPC hop length.
The mean MAXCBP will, for ALCRA, be very similar to NOVPC with only a
slight decrease in Profitability2 in high load situations.
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Figure 3.9: DAR routed calls, GO
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Figure 3.10: DAR routed calls, HI
traffic
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Figure 3.11: Link routed calls, GO
traffic
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Figure 3.12: Link routed calls, HI
traffic

3.3.3 Call Routing

For all approaches, the amount of alternate routed calls highly depends on
the load (as seen in Figs. 3.9 and 3.10). This is explained by the fact that
the number of alternate routed connections is low for low traffic load and
increases with the traffic. For high traffic loads, however, trunk reservation
prevents alternative routing which results in a decrease. For NONCOOP the
amount of unreserved capacity leads instead to an increased number of link
routed connections (Figs. 3.11 and 3.12).
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Figure 3.13: Unallocated capacity,
GO traffic
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Figure 3.14: Unallocated capacity,
HI traffic

3.3.4 Unallocated Capacity

For all decentralized approaches, the amount of unallocated capacity is large
for low network load but decreases when the load is increased (Figs. 3.13 and
3.14). ALCRA can utilize the low load indication when the allocation factor
gets large enough.

3.3.5 Capacity Reallocations

The decentralized approaches decrease the number of reallocations for high
loads (seen in Fig. 3.15), because fewer changes can be made, i:e: VPCs more
often needs more capacity due to more unsuccessful allocations. The differ-
ence between ISOLA and ALCRA is significant. ALCRA can detect a low
traffic demand (Â) by measuring a lot of free capacity and thereby allocating
capacity by using the mean traffic instead of the actual number of ongoing
connections. When the adaptive K gets � 3 the following allocation function
is used:

N = dÂ+ 3:0

q
Âe: (3.2)

By doing this, the time between changes increases, since the time between
traffic measurements is larger than Tu. The result is shown in Fig. 3.16. The
large K results in more capacity being allocated, according to the mean occu-
pancy state.
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Figure 3.15: Reallocations, GO traf-
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Figure 3.16: Reallocations, HI traf-
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Figure 3.17: Maximal number of
control messages for a node, GO
traffic
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Figure 3.18: Maximal number of
control messages for a node, HI
traffic

3.3.6 Control Messages

For NOVPC the number of total control messages per time unit (t.u.) is
huge, and therefore left out from some of the figures, but described here. In
Figs. 3.11 and 3.12, the number of link allocations/t.u. is ranging from 8000
to 11000 when having a general overload. For the HI traffic demand case, the
amount of control messages is ranging from 11000 to 12000. In Figs. 3.17 and
3.18, the maximum number of messages/t.u. for any node is ranging from
1000 to 1700 for GO traffic. For HI traffic, the amount of control messages is
ranging from 700 to 1300.
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Figure 3.20: Mean MAXCBP, GO
traffic

For the local approaches, the number of control messages per node and
t.u. can easily be handled and the amount is perhaps less than one could
expect considering the small updating interval. Less control messages are
sent when the traffic load is high because there will be less deallocations and
more unsuccessful allocations.

3.3.7 Maximum CBP and Call Routing

The effect of alternative routing has been studied for CENT in a general over-
load situation. Figures 3.19 and 3.20 show the profitability and mean MAX-
CBP for the possible combinations of routing schemes. The target MAXCBP
is set to 20%. For comparison reasons, we also give the results for the fixed
approach (straight line without circles). The extra profit of also using link
routing when having DAR is minimal. For DAR to work a TR has to be
used. It is also clear that dynamic capacity reallocation is the most important
mechanism to increase profitability, when the traffic load is higher than an-
ticipated. At an overload of � 10% the effect of DAR is equal to the dynamic
capacity reallocation. The fixed approach can not utilize the fact that the sta-
tistical multiplexing gain increases nonlinearly. It should be noted that the
mean MAXCBP also reflects (to some extent) the mean MAXCBP when not
having DAR.

It can be tempting to compare different approaches that do not use al-
ternate routing. Since the differences are small in the profitability, alternate
routing will have a noticeable effect. The difference in the time scale for re-
allocations also increases the differences of the effects of using alternate rout-
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The target MAXCBP is set to a value that is supposed to be an acceptable
decrease in service at occasional high traffic load situations. Figures 3.21 and
3.22 show the profitability and mean MAXCBP when the target MAXCBP is
set to 10%, 20%, and 30%. A more constant CBP is noted for the 20%-line
for network loads between 1.2 and 1.3. This illustrates the effect of the target
MAXCBP. The reason why this does not appear for the 10%-line is the large
step between the evaluated traffic loads. These figures illustrate another as-
pect than Figs. 3.19 and 3.20. When using DAR, an increased target MAXCBP
will increase the possibilities to increase the utilization. An interesting ob-
servation is that for increasing load, the bad effects of large mean MAXCBP
occurs before the benefits of increased profitability. This means that at very
high load, it is important to have the right trade-off between target MAXCBP
and the total handled traffic.

3.3.8 A 50-Node Network

We have also evaluated ALCRA, CENT, and FIXED in a fully meshed 50-node
network. The number of VPCs on a link is ranging from 49–250. The total
number of VPCs in the network is 1225. For ALCRA and FIXED, the TR is set
to 5% of the basic capacity [7]. The calculation of the Erlang B-formula is ap-
proximated to speed it up about six times by using the program described in
[67]. The calculation is then done in three domains: 0 < � � 1; � � 1; � � 1,
where � = A=n, and A is the traffic and n is the number of connections pos-
sible. Link routing (LINKR) is not used. DAR is only used if the VPC hop
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count is less than or equal to the hop count of the shortest path plus five. For
ALCRA it is important to select a restricted value of K . Instead of setting
K(L) = 0:4+0:2 �L, we use K(L) = 0:2+0:6 �L. The coefficient 0.6, is chosen
from simulation results of the K � L relationship. It is greater compared to
the case with fifteen VPCs on a link but the offset is smaller. The reason to
evaluate a link with a relative low number of VPCs, is that this can be seen
as some sort of bottleneck link when it comes to frequent reallocations. Com-
pared to the networks with ten nodes the difference in performance between
selecting K(L) from the evaluation with five VPCs instead of fifteen VPCs
is small. The Tu is increased to 0.5 to enable the reallocations to be finished
before a new update is triggered and to decrease the number of messages.
Instead of having 10 different traffic matrices and networks we limit the sim-
ulation time by only having one network (seen in appendix C, Fig. C.3) with
four traffic matrices. The traffic prediction parameters (as described in ap-
pendix A) is not used in this case due to the very long calculation time and
risk of numerical errors. Only the latest estimates of the traffic demands are
used. When using the same prediction as for the 10-node network, the results
gets nearly the same as without prediction for HI traffic, but the results get
much worse for GO traffic (the prediction is after all designed for HI traffic).
An abrupt global reallocation scheme has been used for CENT. No concern
is taken to the number of connections in progress when decreasing capacity
even if there are more connections than can be handled with the new reserved
capacity. This means that no answer messages to INC are needed. Explana-
tion for this is given in the summary.

Tables 3.1 and 3.2 give the performance of ALCRA, CENT, and FIXED
for GO and HI traffic respectively. Figures 3.23 and 3.24 show the resulting
distribution of CBP among the node pairs. The overallocation is calculated as
the number of times at connection setup, the number of connections in use on
any link on the path are more than can be handled (resulting in increased cell
loss probability for the corresponding VPCs on the link). It should be noted
that the presented value is not precise, and can not be used for estimating the
cell loss ratios (CLRs). Furthermore, it is highly time dependent.

3.4 Summary

Table 3.3 describes the findings from the comparison. An important aspect
of an approach is its scalability. As seen in the performance, they all have
a reasonable amount of signalling (expect the NOVPC). It is therefore more
important to look at the complexity of the calculation needed for the capacity
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Table 3.1: Comparisons in a 50-node network. GO traffic. Network load=1.2.

ALCRA CENT FIXED
Mean total CBP [%] 10.8 7.3 9.4
Mean MAXCBP [%] 28.5 21.7 19.1
Mean maximum messages/node/t.u. 507 82 19
Over allocation 0 3:7 � 10�7 0
Mean unallocated capacity [%] 3.9 0 0
Reallocations/t.u. 12700 2200 0
Profitability2 84.6 88.0 86.0

Table 3.2: Comparisons in a 50-node network. HI traffic. Network load=1.0.

ALCRA CENT FIXED
Mean total CBP [%] 5.9 4.2 7.7
Mean MAXCBP [%] 34.4 34.1 32.4
Mean maximum messages/node/t.u. 430 68 24
Over allocation 0 9:9 � 10�8 0
Mean unallocated capacity [%] 9.6 0 0
Reallocations/t.u. 12000 2200 0
Profitability2 89.2 90.9 87.6
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Figure 3.23: Distibution of CBP, GO
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Table 3.3: Main characteristics of the different approaches.

Pros (+) Cons (-)
CENT � Able to change the VPC topology. � NMC is needed.

� Optimal TR. � Large networks increase the
� Few control messages. time for the calculations.

ITER � Simplified calculation of capacity � Complex message handling.
allocation by the use of iterations. � Bad for general overload.

NON- � Simplified calculation of capacity � Complex message handling.
COOP allocation by the use of iterations. � Not good for HI traffic.

� Many iterations.
� Stability problems.

ISOLA, � Can be made simple. � Unreserved capacity
ALCRA � Good profitability. at low loads.
FIXED � Few control messages. � Lack of flexibility.

� Low profitability.
� High CBP.

NOVPC � High utilization. � Huge number of messages.

distribution. The distributed-iterative approaches are simple but they are
also heavily dependent on the control messages to work properly. The local
approaches are more robust in the sense that a lost message only affects one
VPC. Both the iterative approaches will depend on all VPCs and a small
change somewhere will have effect on the whole capacity allocation in the
network. The timing and selection of updating interval has to correspond to
the size of the network.

For a 50-node network, it seems as if it is difficult for CENT to guarantee
that capacity is not overallocated. If CENT uses the same method for capacity
reallocation that the local approaches do, i:e: if capacity is to be decreased, ex-
cess connections in progress must first disconnect, the profitability only gets
� 80% for HI traffic. When CENT starts an abrupt global reallocation, it will
in this case be virtually no overallocations. This is probably due to the large
amount of VPCs on the links, which means that not all capacity is utilized.
This is also known as the fragmentation effect of VPC allocation. This effect
is less visible in smaller networks (the number of VPCs on a link is smaller).
Some sort of “guard band” could be used to decrease the probability for these
overallocations. The amount of guard band will depend on the network and
load situation. However, for a smaller network the decrease in profitability
is large when not all capacity is used. One can state that a controlled real-
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location performs best for small networks and abrupt (global) reallocation
performs best in big networks. It is also possible to control the reallocations
done for VPCs that traverse links with few VPCs. The overallocations for
CENT in the 10-node test networks have been evaluated with a HI traffic
and a network load of 0.9. The total mean length of an overallocation period
is ranging from approximately 0.003 to 0.017 t.u.s among the networks. The
mean number of overallocated connections per overallocation period and test
network is ranging from approximately 2 to 17. This is an indication that the
CLR will in fact be affected if reallocations are not handled carefully. When
the load is light, abrupt reallocations can be used in smaller networks too, but
in this situation, the benefit from using dynamic reallocations is small. In this
case, the benefit comes from rerouting in case of network failures. The load
will then, on some parts of the network, not be light any longer. For the GO
traffic the profitabilities can be improved if a longer measure interval is used
for estimating the traffic demands.

For the local VPC capacity management policies we have used a simpli-
fied model with an average background-traffic for the estimation of the rela-
tion between K , L, and the traffic load. This works well although the actual
distributions of the number of VPCs per link cover a wide range (Fig. 2.13).
Considering this and adjusting K according to the estimated experienced
VPC congestion state (given by L), we are able to fine-tune the setting of
it. Although the profitability is not increased very much, this suggests that
our method is robust with respect to traffic load situations, accuracy of traf-
fic measurements or forecasts and the numerous combinations of VPCs. The
method takes advantage of the benefits from both VP and VC routing, i:e:
enabling fast CAC and using multiplexing of VPCs. In other words, a local
approach combines the benefits from both hop-by-hop allocation (dynamic
routing) and dynamic capacity allocation (transport routing). This is a result
of the ability to quickly adapt to changes in the capacity demands. We also
notice that the method of signalling is easy to implement and that overallo-
cations are totally avoided. If LINKR is omitted the profitability will only
decrease slightly. For the 50-node network having a general overload, AL-
CRA is not as good as CENT and FIXED, mainly because of the larger update
interval. The update interval was chosen to decrease the maximum number
of messages per t.u. to any node. It could possibly be decreased since the
maximal length of the control message queue is 50 and the mean number is
25. We have also seen that the local approach can be used for a 100 node
network by setting Tu � 0:5 without decreasing the profitability notably.
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Chapter 4

Capacity Dimensioning for
Internet

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter we describe methods to guarantee a certain level of service
for Internet traffic by reserving capacity along fixed paths [59]. The amount
of needed capacity is calculated by using a trade-off between CBP and the
utilization of the capacity. This can be used in the process of dimensioning
resources on a long-term basis. Two dynamic allocation methods are pro-
posed, which periodically reallocates capacity, according to measured traffic
loads. CAC is used and automatic retrials are studied. Each method is de-
signed for a particular scenario. In the first one, a local area network (LAN)
reserves capacity to get a certain transmission speed for every connection.
Capacity is paid for according to how much of it that is reserved. The second
one considers an aggregated traffic generated by users having limited trans-
fer rates in their connection to the Internet (e:g: modem- and mobile-users)
and the operator of the network manages the capacity. The Internet traffic is
modelled as Web page fetches from the World Wide Web (WWW).

As the global Internet grows so does the demand for capacity. There is
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also a desire to incorporate real-time services and thereby extending the best
effort class of service to multiple classes of services. For near real-time appli-
cations (e:g: IP Telephony) some level of quality of service (QoS) is needed.
Reservation of capacity can accomplish this. To be able to guarantee a maxi-
mum delay variation and a maximum loss probability one should not setup
more connections than can be handled. A CAC algorithm controls that the
QoS will be met and subsequently rejecting connection at some times when
the load is high. The reservation is best done along a fixed path. Internet
is based on a connectionless packet-networking infrastructure. Packets can
always be sent but no guarantees are given that they will arrive to the desti-
nation. This depends on the stateless Internet protocol (IP) infrastructure and
an inadequate support from network controls. By building a state-based in-
frastructure and using a connection-oriented approach, support can be given
for QoS guarantees.

Both IETF and ATM Forum are developing protocols to support this. ATM
Forum has developed the Multiprotocol over ATM (MPOA), while IETF has
developed the Multiprotocol label switching (MPLS). MPLS enables labelled
switched paths (LSPs) over Internet. Compared to VPCs in an ATM network,
the LSPs can be used “inside” other LSPs, i:e: used in hierarchical levels or
layers [101]. The logical paths also enables fast switching of the data pack-
ets since the routing already has been done. With new services for mobile
users with limited capacity, reservation of capacity will give the users value
for their money. The amount of reserved capacity should also be adjusted
according to the actual traffic load. The reservations can be achieved with the
proposed integrated services (IntServ) framework [95]. It will keep track of
the flow-state (with additional regular updates) for each connection by the
use of the resource reservation protocol (RSVP) [96]. At the edges of a core
network, individual buffers ensure that connections are protected against
each other, but the resources should be reserved for an aggregate of users in
the core network for scalability reasons. Considering the scalability problem
with IntServ, IETF has proposed a different framework called differentiated
services (DiffServ) [98]. In this case, packets are tagged with priority accord-
ing to delay requirements and by value of importance. The tag is used by
core routers for scheduling, handling congestion, and so on, on a hop-by-hop
basis. This will work as long as enough capacity is available. To decrease the
packet loss for low priority packets in high load situations or when other traf-
fics misbehave, some sort of intelligent scheduling mechanism must be used.
Weighted fair queuing (WFQ) scheduling has been proposed for these pur-
poses. This management system supports several classes of services between
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best-effort and guaranteed services. IETF’s controlled-load services [97] is a
guideline about how to support realtime applications with a degree of service
that corresponds to a moderate loaded network. A CAC algorithm is also in-
troduced. The use of QoS policies, is discussed in [74]. These are needed to
support a policy framework to be used by different administrative domains.
We focus on the capacity reservations that are needed to be able to guarantee
QoS. Our proposed method will be useful for ensuring that not more traffic,
than can be handled, is injected into the network.

We assume that users have limited bandwidth for the transmission of data
(e:g: by the modem speed) and that LSPs (or similar) for which capacity are
reserved, are used for these users. This means that we use constant transmis-
sion speeds. It has been assumed that the transmission speed is controlled
by some mechanism on the sending side [15]. For IP Telephony this is obvi-
ous but it can be used for the most data transfers and with this approach we
do not suffer from slow start, round-trip delay and other problems as com-
pared to TCP. Capacity sharing and utilization accomplished with TCP is
an important aspect that should be used for some services. In the following,
a lower limit for the transmission speed can be used instead of a constant
transmission speed.

Chapter 4.2 describes our model and assumptions of the traffic. It is dif-
ficult to dimension networks to cope with Internet traffic, since this traffic is
fundamentally different from the traditional voice (telephone) traffic. Over-
provisioning of capacities is one way to postpone the problem. In chapter 4.3
a strategy for the dimensioning problem is proposed. Even if a proper de-
sign can be found for steady (stable) traffic, the ever-changing traffic demand
should be handled efficiently. If capacity is reallocated dynamically, the net-
work will be better utilized. In chapter 4.4 we propose an allocation function
for Web traffic destined to a specific LAN, while in chapter 4.5 we propose a
management of the capacity needed for an aggregated stream of Web traffic
to be routed through the Internet.

4.2 Traffic Model

The traffic model used is a model of how Web pages are fetched through a
Web browser. Characterisation of Web traffic involves both the structure and
size of the pages. Each page is designed around a main “anchor” page and
a possible additional set of embedded items that appear within this anchor
page. The embedded items are fetched immediately after the anchor page
and are shown together with it, on the user screen.
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The Web page contents are classified into two groups: HTML and non-
HTML. This is natural because of the nature and intent of the participating
items. The embedded items are mostly non-text in nature and are glued to-
gether using HTML text. The modelling process of the file sizes, correspond-
ing to these two classes, also brings out their inherent characteristic differ-
ences. The non-HTML type is more variable than the HTML type. Examples
of embedded items can be either: Java scripts, frames, maps etc: for HTML
and Java applets, postscripts, images etc: for non-HTML. The probability of
fetching HTML- and non-HTML-items is set to 50% for both.

The distributions for the file sizes and the number of embedded items
have been computed in [72] from data collected by probing a broad spectrum
of Web servers (e:g: newspapers, universities, search engines, commercial
sites etc:). The contents from the servers were successively downloaded and
analysed for their structural information. Only unique items were selected.
We assume that the pages found and what is actually transferred through the
network is very much the same. Anyway, the analysis of actual traffic has
the problem of finding out how the file transfers are related (by main page
and embedded items). No regards have been taken to the cache used in Web
browsers.

Some of the items can be very large. The file size (X) is modelled with
a Pareto distribution in [2, 12, 24]. In the following, we consider the case of
a combination of a uniform distribution and a truncated Pareto distribution
for the file sizes, which corresponds to measurements done on commercial
servers [42]. In our simulation experiments, we have used the following dis-
tribution:

PfX � xg =
(

(x� a)=(b� a) � p1; a � x < b

(1� ( bx)
�)=(1 � ( bN )

�) � (1� p1) + p1; b � x � N

According to [72] the parameters for HTML items are: a = 100, b = 4200,
� = 1.36, and the mean file size is 12888 bytes. The probability p1 denotes the
probability that a � x < b, and it is calculated from the total mean file size
and is 0.215. For non-HTML items a = 100, b = 1024, � = 1.06, the mean file
size is 12000 bytes, and p1 is almost zero.
Measurements show that the number of embedded items (Z) in a Web page
can be modelled by a negative binomial distribution [72]:

PfZ = xg =
 

� + x� 1
� � 1

!�
�

1 + �

�x �
1� �

1 + �

��
;

where � = 1.386, � = 6.985. The probability to have no embedded items is
set to 12% and the mean number of embedded items is ten. We assume that
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for a certain Web page the number of embedded items and their file sizes are
independent. The extra overhead for headers when the files are packetized
can be modelled as a corresponding decrease in the transmission speed with-
out any significant effects on the evaluation results (since we have constant
transmission speeds).

The evaluation of the capacity management methods is done by simula-
tions. Traffic is generated by Web page fetches where the embedded items
are transferred in parallel after the reception of the “anchor” page. If a new
connection request is rejected, the application will try again a maximum of
Rmax times. This is only natural since an upper limit of connection setup
delay is wanted. Rmax could be made to depend on the type of service. The
waiting time to the next connection attempt is doubled each retrial. The delay
has been set to one second for the first retrial. This means that if Rmax = 6,
then if a transmission of an item has not started within one minute, it will
not be fetched (unless the user retry manually). The truncation of the Pareto
distribution by N can not be smaller than � 8 � 1010 if the mean value for the
non-HTML file sizes is to be kept. This still means that for the simulations, a
large “warm up” period is needed to measure the correct value of the mean
number of connections. This is caused by the very slow addition of very long
connections. As an example, assume a constant traffic intensity that suddenly
changes to a new level. This will result in a long settling time to reach a new
steady state, i:e: when the mean number of connections changes very slowly.
By adding a couple of persistent connections at start up, the warm up period
can be decreased while still having a correct mean value of the number of
connections. This is particularly useful when dimensioning the capacity for
steady state traffic. In the sequel, 95% confidence intervals are presented for
the simulated and measured parameters.

4.3 Dimensioning

In order to simplify the evaluation, i:e: to reduce the simulation time, we
have not limit our investigation to a particular transport protocol. The scope
is to dimension the transmission capacity of the links and the logical paths.
To dimension resources the distribution of the number of simultaneous con-
nections has to be known. We denote the probability for a certain number of
ongoing connections (i:e: used capacity), as the occupation distribution. The
variance of the occupation distribution when having batch arrivals is larger
compared to the case with single arrivals. In order to dimension the links
we first evaluate the case with voice traffic. A trade-off is done between the
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utilization of the capacity and the CBP for new connections. By doing this we
can find a relationship between the utilization and CBP, which we can apply
on any type of traffic. We can also state that this will take into consideration
both the network provider and the users point of views. For simplicity, we
assume that the provider wants to maximize the utilization. Alternatively,
let us consider that, by having this view, we get a minimum capacity at the
end that can be used when dimensioning a network to meet a certain service
level. Increasing the utilization will also increase the CBP. The users want a
low CBP but on the other hand, this will give a low utilization. It should be
noted that best-effort traffic will increase the utilization further but we do not
take this into account. We get the following cost function (C) to minimize:

C = 1� �+wEm(A); (4.1)

where � is the utilization defined as A(1 �Em(A))=m. The Erlang B-formula
is used, where Em(A) is the CBP given a traffic load of A and a capacity
of m (maximal number of simultaneous connections). For a given w, the m
that minimizes the cost function, is denoted as the target capacity and the
resulting CBP as the target CBP. To obtain the value ofw, we study the case of
a voice traffic where the offered traffic arrive according to a Poisson process.
If we let calls be blocked with a probability of � 1% for a selected traffic load
of 100, then a weighting factor w can be found that optimizes (4.1). A weight
of � 3.5 gives the results in Fig. 4.1. The cost function, 1 � �, and the CBP
are plotted. Having a traffic of 500, the CBP is � 0.5% instead of 1%. By
using this weight, the needed capacity can finally be found for our model of
Internet traffic. The optimum for different number of retrials has been found
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by simulations. Figure 4.2 shows the result with a traffic of 100. The capacity
is in this case expressed as units of 56 kb/s. The dashed lines indicate the
confidence intervals.

The capacity needed to optimize C when allowing up to eight retrials is
for a traffic of 100, 200, and 300: 110, 213, and 315 respectively (as seen in
Fig. 4.3). The target blocking probabilities are: 0.8%–1.1%, 0.3%–0.6%, and
0.4%–0.9% respectively. The corresponding target capacities are shown in
Figs. 4.3 and 4.4. Figure 4.4 shows the dependence on the amount of traffic
and Fig. 4.3 shows the dependence on the number of retrials for traffics = 100,
200, and 300. For this traffic range, using a maximum of about five retrials,
the target capacities are almost equal to the capacity giving 1% blocking (cal-
culated with the Erlang B-formula) for a Poisson traffic without retrials and
batch arrivals and using a negative exponential service time of one. These
capacities are plotted as solid horizontal lines in Fig. 4.3. At this moment, no
further conclusions are done on this relationship.

4.4 Internet Access Reservation

4.4.1 Allocation Function

Figure 4.5 illustrates the case when a LAN is connected to the Internet via an
edge router (ER) [38] or some sort of a label-switching router (LSR). Our goal
is to calculate the needed capacity for the logical paths (e:g: LSPs) so that
they can accommodate the traffic destined for the LAN. In this case, only
Web browsing is considered. One can also see the reservation as a possible
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Figure 4.5: Model of the network configuration

way to manage capacity for a virtual private network (VPN) [19], where the
owner of the VPN pays in relation to the capacity reserved. The ER is used
for CAC, which means that connections can only be established if there is
enough reserved capacity left to accommodate them. One way to introduce
explicit requests that can be counted, is by letting the end-terminals send re-
quests to the ER before connection establishment. This could correspond to
the proposal in [38] for setting up IP Telephony connections by asking the
ER. It can seem as a very costly solution to make connection requests and
CAC for every fetch of a Web page item, however, this can and should be
simplified compared to an IP Telephony connection setup. In [48] computers
that monitors the traffic have been installed in a campus LAN. A connection
rejection is implemented by issuing TCP RST messages during the TCP con-
nection establishment phase. This way they can control how the capacity on
the Internet access link is to be divided between the students and the staff.

The connection requests are used for estimating the traffic load, which in
turn is used for the reservation. The capacity reallocations are done periodi-
cally with a period of Tu and the actual traffic load is estimated each minute.

Given the transfer rate as well as a knowledge of the mean file sizes, the
mean connection time x can be calculated. The mean number of simultane-
ous connections is A � x � 10, since the mean number of embedded items per
page is ten. An important aspect of Web traffic is the occurrence of very long
lasting connections. When reallocating the capacity periodically, these con-
nections will have very little impact on the performance of the reallocations.
Simulations have shown that in a smaller time scale and allowing for retrials,
the needed capacity that minimizes the cost function is almost the same as
the traffic load. The problem then is to estimate the traffic from measuring
the total number of connection requests (with retrials included).

To model the connection requests we add automatic retrials when connec-
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tion requests are rejected by the CAC. Figure 4.6 shows fresh new connection
requests (A or “first traffic”) and the retrials (AR).
To get an estimate Â of the fresh traffic A we use:

p = Em(Atotal)

Atotal = A � (1 + p+ p2 + � � �+ pRmax)

Â = Atotal
1� p

1� pRmax+1
(4.2)

The reservation is never less than the actual number of allocated connections
n. The allocation formula is:

m = max(n; dÂe); (4.3)

where n is the actual number of allocated connections. It should be noted that
if the number of retrials is limited or set to zero, then there should be an offset
of capacity in the allocation formula (4.3). The extra capacity needed to reach
the target CBP is almost zero for about eight retrials and can be estimated as a
linear function of the traffic. According to the results in Fig. 4.4 this function
is approximately A � 1:15 + 45, when not allowing any retrials. The actual
maximum number of retrials can be estimated based on the application. In
the case of “surfing” the Web, Rmax in formula (4.2) could for example be set
to six, which is about one minute.

In formula (4.2) there is an assumption that the retrials meets the sys-
tem, where the occupation distribution will be equal to the mean distribu-
tion. Although there is an exponential back off, this is not a correct assump-
tion. However, the difference between the estimated traffic without retrials
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(first traffic) and the real one, is small. Having a capacity of 190 (Atotal is
699.9–768.7), Â is estimated to 201–206. For a capacity of 200 and 210 (Atotal

is 556.3–615.4 and 409.6–468.2), Â gets 203–205 and 209–210, respectively.
The resulting CBP p, for the capacities: 190, 200, and 210 is 0.729%–0.753%,
0.641%–0.676%, and 0.490%–0.553%, respectively.

The estimated total traffic depends on the probabilities for different num-
ber of retrials. The extra traffic generated by retrials corresponds to the area
described by the bars in Fig. 4.7. The figure shows the case having expo-
nential back off (black bars) together with the model-case when assuming
independent retrials (grey bars). Allocated capacity and traffic load is 200.
The top part of the bar indicates the magnitude of the confidence interval.

4.4.2 Evaluation

The problem of allowing too many users into the Internet often results in
what has been called “World Wide Wait.” This effect is a result of the shar-
ing of capacity as well as capacity shortage. When the traffic load reaches a
limit where the capacity (of routers or servers) is not enough to handle the
total stream of packets, some packets will get lost and TCP connections de-
crease the transfer rate and will occupy the resources for a longer time. New
connections will meet an already congested network, which results in even
longer delays.

With our method, using fixed rate connections (8 kb/s), the time to load
one embedded item is 12.44 seconds (i:e: the service time). Table 4.1 gives the
cost function for different settings of an expected service time when using
the dynamic allocation (DYN) (4.3) with CAC and allowing up to eight retri-
als (traffic = 200). The cost function has a minimum at the theoretical value,
which indicates that the allocation function works. Table 4.2 gives the results
from a comparison between an ideal fair share allocation without CAC (de-
noted as WWW), and the use of CAC with up to eight retrials. We let the
method WWW have a maximum of 8 kb/s for each connection and if the
new calculated capacity is less than the maximal capacity that can be used by
the current number of established connections, then the new capacity will be
set to the mean value of these capacities. The other methods always enable 8
kb/s and capacity is always allocated so that the connections in progress can
be accommodated. The dynamic method uses a reallocation period Tu of one
minute. No traffic prediction is used but the estimated traffic is smoothed
by taking the mean of the previous estimate and the current measurement.
The offered first traffic is fixed at 200. The performance is given for differ-
ent amounts of allocated capacities. When the available capacity decreases
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Table 4.1: Cost function comparisons for CAC-DYN.

Expected service time Utilization [%] CBP [%] Cost function
13.5 92.08 �1.38 0.25 �0.03 8.8
12.5 93.07 �1.38 0.44 �0.04 8.5
11.5 93.99 �1.44 0.75 �0.06 8.6
10.5 94.89 �1.44 1.19 �0.06 9.3
9.5 95.76 �1.47 1.83 �0.07 10.6

Table 4.2: Performance comparisons.

Method Capacity CBP [%] Utilization [%] Mean service time
WWW 220 0 90.04 �1.06 14.94 �1.45

CAC 220 0.13 �0.06 89.70 �0.80 13.45 �0.98
WWW 195 0 98.66 �0.55 19.67 �2.22

CAC 195 4.52 �0.82 97.11 �0.35 12.91 �1.18
WWW-DYN 212.9 �1.09 0 91.23 �1.44 15.63 �1.63

CAC-DYN 213.6 �1.92 0.46 �0.04 92.81 �1.86 13.57 �0.84
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the utilization for WWW increases but so does the service time. Having a
dynamic allocation even for WWW, the service time will be “acceptable.” Al-
though, the utilization for WWW and CAC are similar, the distribution of
used capacity is different. WWW will have a peak at the maximum capac-
ity, which depends on the fact that no blocking occurs since all connections
share the capacity equally. Using retrials, the connections will be delayed and
the occupation distribution will increase gradually and reach its peak at the
maximum capacity so that the utilization stays high all the time. In a more
realistic case having TCP connections, slow start and retransmissions are in-
volved that would have decreased the utilization compared to our results.
By using CAC, the overall throughput will increase [48]. Having a control of
the transfer rates as well as proper queuing mechanisms in the switches, the
minimum transfer rate is guaranteed.

Evaluations of the performance of CAC-DYN is given in Figs. 4.8 and
4.9. In this case, the traffic intensity has been varied linearly up and down
between steady states that last 100 minutes. Tu has been set to one and ten
minutes. The bottom curve is the total arrival rate of connection requests as
indicated in Fig. 4.9. The resulting blocking probability for Tu = one minute
is 0.72% �0.05% with a mean allocated capacity of 214.8 �2.3. For Tu =
ten minutes, the blocking is 2.71% �0.22% and a mean allocated capacity of
211.8 �2.0.

The evaluation shows that the allocation function works and that suffi-
cient capacity is reserved if reallocating frequent enough. By changing the
reservation dynamically, the utilization of the capacity does not suffer from
the capacity reservation.
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4.5 Aggregated Traffic Reservation

4.5.1 Allocation Function

In this case we assume that users have limited transfer rates for the Internet
access (e:g: by the modem speed) and that LSPs (or similar) with reserved
capacity are used for these users. Having different LSPs for different classes
of traffic, we can in this case group users, having a certain modem speed, into
one class. Our model has similarities to the model illustrated in Fig. 4.5, ex-
cept that the LAN is replaced with an Internet subnetwork and the ER with
an “aggregation router” [38]. The ER could also correspond to a “bandwidth
broker” as in a DiffServ environment [86]. This router, which allocates capac-
ity on LSPs, counts the total packet rate for each LSP. Dividing this bitrate
with the user transfer rate for this LSP gives an estimate of the total number of
simultaneous Web page fetches. The occupation distribution is modelled as
Poisson and no retrials are permitted here. The needed capacity is calculated
with a formula given in [55, 92]. The allocation can be seen as a confidence
interval:

m = d�n+K
p
�ne; (4.4)

where �n is the number of simultaneous Web page fetches estimated by the
mean of several samples. The transmission speed is not needed in (4.4) as
long as all the users use the same speed (for the LSP in question). It is impor-
tant to note that (4.4) can be used in the previous scenario if there is only one
connection established per Web page fetch, as proposed for HTML version
1.1 or if the traffic is IP Telephony.

4.5.2 Management

There are basically two methods for reserving capacity. First, if no cost is re-
lated to the capacity, all of it should be allocated or reserved (except for some
capacity left for best effort services). This can be done by trying to minimize
the total CBP. When doing this one should take into account the selected Tu
and the number of LSPs that share the total capacity on an average link. The
available capacity will also affect the result. The setting of K should in this
case be done adaptively (as with ALCRA) to take into account the multiplex-
ing effect between LSPs when reallocating frequently. Secondly, if there is
some cost related to the reservation of capacity, the cost function has to be
optimized, (i:e: just enough capacity is to be used as shown in Figs. 4.8 and
4.9). The setting of K can be made to depend on the cost of allocating the ca-
pacity. Another strategy is to have a central network management centre that
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Figure 4.10: Blocking probability and cost function for different Ks

supports a global control. As seen in chapter 3.3, the number of control mes-
sages is minimized for large networks. There are, however, situations when
a central management is not logical, e:g: having diverse Internet scenarios.

4.5.3 Evaluation

Figure 4.10 shows the CBP and the value of the cost function when there
are four LSPs for 56 kb/s-modem users. Tu is set to one minute. The mean
transfer time of one object is 1.78 seconds. In the sequel, we denote with � the
number of connection arrivals per second. The capacity needed for the LSP
in the case of � = 10 (offered traffic = 178) is about 11 Mb/s. The link capacity
is set to 4 � 198 (where E198(178) = 0:01).

As seen in the figure, the CBP (p) is lower for higher values of K . In the
case when all capacity is utilized, there is a value of K that minimizes the
total CBP, which is a little larger than 2.2 in this case. If just enough capacity
is to be allocated the K is set to 1.0.

With our allocation function the CBP decreases for higher traffic. When
the traffic intensity increases to � = 20, then the blocking is decreased from
0.88% �0.02% to 0.64% �0.01%. For � = 30 the blocking is 0.57% �0.02%.
These values are very similar to the target blocking probabilities. It is pos-
sible to adjust the allocation function to equalize the blocking for different
traffics. Blocking probabilities that maximize the total amount of handled
connections have greater difference. Setting K to a fixed value can be seen
as a trade-off between these extremes of blocking probabilities and further
indicates the usefulness of the target blocking probabilities.
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Conclusions and Future Work

5.1 Conclusions

We have given an overview of the VPC capacity management and seen how it
relates to other topics. We have described and compared different approaches
to see their characteristics. An important aspect of an approach is its scalabil-
ity. As seen in the performance, most of them have a reasonable amount of
signalling. It is therefore more important to look at the complexity of the cal-
culation needed for the capacity distribution. The decentralized approaches
are the simplest ones but are also heavily dependent on the control messages
to work properly. The local approaches are more robust in the sense that a
lost message only affects one VPC. Both the iterative approaches will depend
on all VPCs and a small change somewhere will have effect on the whole
capacity allocation in the network.

The central approach presented in the thesis (CENT) calculates a nearly
optimal trunk reservation for each link, which in fact reserves more capacity
for direct traffic than other approaches in the high load situations. For a 50-
node network, it seems as if it is difficult for CENT to guarantee that capacity
is not overallocated. One can state that a controlled reallocation performs
best for small networks and abrupt (global) reallocation performs best in big
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networks.
We have developed a distributed link-iterative VPC management policy

and described it in detail. The method uses iteration cycles to reallocate the
capacity. The computations needed are simple but the complexity is instead
moved to the management of control messages (i:e: timeouts, delays). By
means of marginal utility, this approach can give hints of where additional
capacity is needed in the network.

We have evaluated a distributed-iterative approach based on the method
called Gauss-Seidel. It seems as if the scheme is a bit tricky to use. Much ca-
pacity will not be reserved, which makes LINKR very important to increase
the amount of handled traffic. Otherwise, the performance can get much
worse than for the fixed approach that do not alter the capacity distribution.
DAR does not help in this case. Having a large network results in longer lock-
ing times of the links while computing the capacity allocation. The number
of iterations needed at each update instant will increase. This will, together
with link routing, decrease the scalability of the approach since long VPCs
will starve in a big network, i:e: never get a chance to reserve capacity.

We have proposed local VPC capacity management policies (isolated and
adaptive) that use regular updates and a simple allocation function to de-
termine the needed capacity for the coming updating interval. With our
proposed, simple procedure based on averages for setting the unknown pa-
rameter K , the number of parameters is limited to one, which is the current
number of active connections. We have also described how to determine the
optimal interval depending on overhead costs.

The fixed approach performs well for low and moderate traffic imbalance
and low loads. For high traffic load and high traffic imbalance (when some
links are heavily overloaded) the fixed allocation is not as good as the other
approaches. The fixed approach does not use any control messages, except
the messages for DAR.

For the approach that does not use VPCs, connection establishment is
done for each VCC along the shortest path. This results in a large number
of control messages, which decreases the profitability.

It seems as if the decentralized approaches are interesting alternatives to
the other so frequently studied central approaches. They may also comple-
ment each other. The central approach has the ability to find VPCs and order
them (i:e: finding which one is to be used as a FVPC) and a local one can fine-
tune the capacity allocation. A local approach can be used when capacity is
paid for, i:e: not more than “enough” capacity is to be reserved. On the other
hand, a network provider can allocate all capacity and an NMC is useful to
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control the network. In a sparse logical topology, such as a ring network, the
profitability will be better due to the statistical multiplexing effect among the
VPCs that can be accomplished by frequent reallocations on high capacity
links.

We have described methods to guarantee a certain level of service for In-
ternet traffic by reserving capacity along fixed logical paths. A trade-off be-
tween utilization and blocking probability is made to enable a method for
capacity dimensioning for Internet traffic. If consideration is taken to limit
the mean service time and increase the throughput, there is an advantage of
having CAC. This has also been proposed in [65, 76, 97]. The cost of this
is a small blocking probability. If, however, near real-time services are to be
guaranteed some QoS, especially for mobile users, they probably will prefer
not to be connected if the service would be less than acceptable. Two rela-
tively simple allocation functions have been proposed. Each one is tailored
for a certain situation of capacity management. In one situation, the network
provider manages the capacity. In the other case, capacity is paid for accord-
ing to how much of it that is reserved.

5.2 Future Work

Statistical multiplexing is restricted to within VPCs. One way to increase
multiplexing gain is to group VPCs together [5, 69, 87]. Using a local ap-
proach there might be no need for “group VPCs” and it could simplify the
trade-off between VP and VC routing.

For the isolated and adaptive approaches, a lower limit of Tu is needed,
especially for big networks. The adaptive setting of K should also be further
analysed.

A central approach has to decide when controlled reallocation is to be
used and when it should be avoided. If not used, the resulting cell loss prob-
ability must be estimated. This can be determined by evaluating the depen-
dency to the number of VPCs and the traffics on these.

Performance of TCP connections in a realistic network model together
with capacity reallocations will show how users perceive the performance,
as done in [25], which also will be a parameter for the calculation of this cost.

It should be mentioned that there are proposals for methods that might
eliminate the need for CAC. In [36], a simple pricing mechanism is used that
will give an incentive for users to decrease their traffic when test packets have
been marked with high load indicators.
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Appendix A

Predictions and Observation
Interval

For this analysis, we assume that requests for connections arrive at inde-
pendent negative exponentially distributed intervals for all node pairs. The
connection holding time is assumed negative exponentially distributed with
unit mean. To estimate the traffic intensity the number of connection requests
during an interval of length Tm is counted. This is the best estimate accord-
ing to the maximum-likelihood method. Having a large interval means that
the variance of the estimate decreases, but the estimate gets worse for quick
traffic changes, for which a shorter Tm should be selected. Calculating the
difference between predictions and the expected traffic demand, the optimal
Tm can be found that minimizes the squared error of the differences. The ex-
pected traffic, Ae(o; d) is an earlier measured mean traffic (e:g: for the actual
time of day) for the next coming measuring interval.

In this study, a simple prediction is used that considers the previous traf-
fic estimate, Ak�1 together with the latest one, Ak. Three cases can be useful
for the prediction. The difference between two estimates can be big, moder-
ate or small. A difference that is big enough indicates a change of the traffic
intensity. We must consider the different probabilities of measuring a cer-
tain number of connection requests during Tm. The number of calls for the
previous measurement is denoted as Âk�1 (with mean Ak�1), and the lat-
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est as Âk. The variance of the difference of the two measurements is set to
(Âk + Âk�1)=Tm, since for instance the variance of Ak is Ak=Tm. Using K1

as a correspondence to the so-called quintile of a normal distribution when
calculating a confidence interval, a K1 can be found that optimizes the pre-
diction. A traffic change is considered when (A.1) is fulfilled (both sides in
the equation has been squared).

K2
1

Âk + Âk�1

Tm
< (Âk � Âk�1)

2 (A.1)

and the probability for (A.1) to be satisfied is:

P

(
K2
1

Âk + Âk�1

Tm
< (Âk � Âk�1)

2

)
=

P

(
0 < Â2

k � Âk

 
2Âk�1 +

K2
1

Tm

!
+ Â2

k�1 �
Âk�1K

2
1

Tm

)

Boundaries of Âk for a given Âk�1 are (Âk � n1 or Âk � n2):

n1=2 = Âk�1 +
K2
1

2Tm
�K1

s
2Âk�1

Tm
+

�
K1

2Tm

�2
; (n1 > n2)

Similarily, a stable traffic is considered when:

K2
2

Âk + Âk�1

Tm
> (Âk � Âk�1)

2

As above, we have:

P

(
K2
2
Âk + Âk�1

Tm
> (Âk � Âk�1)

2

)
=

P

(
0 > Â2

k � Âk

 
2Âk�1 +

K2
2

Tm

!
+ Â2

k�1 �
Âk�1K

2
2

Tm

)

Boundaries of Âk for a given Âk�1 are (n3 � Âk � n4):

n4=3 = Âk�1 +
K2
2

2Tm
�K2

s
2Âk�1

Tm
+

�
K2

2Tm

�2
; (n4 > n3)

The predictions for the three cases are denoted as: Âchange; Âstable, and Âindet.
The abbreviation, “indet” means that the state can neither be considered as
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stable nor as changing with any confidence (indetermined). The boundaries
for determining a traffic change is denoted as a = dn1e; b = bn2c, and the
boundaries for stable state as d = bn3c; c = dn4e. Pk means the probability
for counting Âk arrivals during Tm. We use the standard normal distribution
so that:

Pk � �

0
@k �Ak + 1=2q

Ak

Tm

1
A� �

0
@k �Ak � 1=2q

Ak

Tm

1
A

A certain prediction is denoted as Âp. The index m is used for the previ-
ous estimate (Âk�1), and n for the latest estimate (Âk). The quadratic error
between the predicted and expected traffic intensity is then computed by:

Ef(Ae � Âp)2g =
1X

m=0

Pm

"
bX

n=0

(Ae � Âchange)2Pn +
dX

n=b

(Ae � Âindet)2Pn

#
+

1X
m=0

Pm

"
cX

n=d

(Ae � Âstable)2Pn +
aX

n=c

(Ae � Âindet)2Pn +
1X
n=a

(Ae � Âchange)2Pn

#

The optimal Tm is the interval that minimize the squared error over all traffic
shifts:X
o;d

Ef(Ae(o; d) � Âp
Tm
(o; d))2g:

In Fig. A.1 the limits used in the decisions are marked with a–d.
Many prediction methods should be considered here. By using only the

two latest estimates, the method will thus get very simple. For Âchange a pre-
diction like 2Âk � Âk�1 could be used. Simulations indicate that a better
choice is the latest estimate, Âk and one can use �(�) for the calculation of
the squared error. For the stable state the mean of the two estimates is se-
lected, and for the third case a ”percentage weight” is used with Âindet =

(Âk �K3 + Âk�1)=(K3 + 1).
To get the best settings of K1; K2, and K3, the total mean squared error is

to be minimized. By doing this, the fairness between different VPCs will get
better than in the case when the absolute error is minimized. If the absolute
error is considered when selecting Tm, we will get a larger value than in the
case of using the squared error. The minimum of the total absolute error is
flat and not much different from the value which minimizes the total squared
error (see appendix B, Figs. B.2 –B.5).
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Figure A.1: The limits used in the decisions
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Appendix B

Analytical Calculations

The previous calculations have computation errors in the process of nu-
merical solving. We therefore formulate simpler analytical models for the
case when no traffic prediction is used. In this case Âp is set to the latest traf-
fic estimate. The changes of the traffic intensity have been modelled in two
cases:

� Quick traffic changes.

� Slow traffic changes.

In the case of slow traffic changes, the time it takes for Ak� 1 to reach Ak is Ts,
and the change is assumed to be linear. Each traffic change is followed by a
steady traffic load period of length T - Ts. The expected traffic is in this model
set to the mean expected (earlier measured) traffic during Tu time units after
the end of a measuring interval of length Tm. It is assumed that the measur-
ing interval ends at the same time as the beginning of an updating interval.
All traffic demands between all node-pairs is considered. We assume that
processing and implementation time for capacity reallocations is neglectable.
This is, however, incorrect especially for central approaches. It is a matter of
deciding what trade-off is to be considered between simplicity, efficiency and
performance. An optimized central approach will probably be fast enough to
make the following treatment usable.
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The measuring interval that minimizes the squared errors between Âp

andAe, given a certain Tu, is denoted as T opt
m . The optimal Tu and Tm depends

on the cost of processing, reallocations, and measurements. To simplify the
method, the Tu is set to T opt

m by means of iterations (i:e: T i+1
u ( T i

m). This
will also mean that only one timer is needed if implemented. In the sequel,
the mean difference between the two adjacent steady traffics is denoted by
� = Ak �Ak� 1.

B.1 Quick Traffic Changes

We do not consider transient phenomena that affect the buffer state in the
switches, which means that the traffic is completely described with the inten-
sity A. This model is restricted by Tm + Tu < T. The mean squared error can
be calculated over a certain traffic demand shift (k), by dividing the integra-
tion in three parts (see Fig. B.1):

k-1A

Ak

mTTu

T

1 2 3

Figure B.1: The selected parts for integration, having quick traffic changes

1) When Âp(�) = Ak�1; and Ae(�) = 1
Tu
((Tu � �)Ak�1 + �Ak) the mean

squared error is:

Z Tu

�=0
Ef(Âp(�)�Ae(�))2gd� =

Z Tu

�=0

 
Âp(�)2 +

Âp(�)

Tm
� 2Âp(�)Ae(�) +Ae(�)2

!
d� = Tu

 
�2

3
+
Ak�1

Tm

!
:
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B.1. QUICK TRAFFIC CHANGES
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Figure B.2: Errors for quick traffic
changes, having HI traffic
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Figure B.3: Errors for quick traffic
changes, having HI traffic

2) When Âp(�) = 1
Tm
((Tm��)Ak�1+�Ak); andA

e(�) = Ak the mean squared
error is:
Z Tm

�=0
Ef(Âp(�)�Ae(�))2gd� = Tm�

2

3
+
Ak +Ak�1

2
:

3) Finally, when Âp(�) = Ae(�) = Ak the mean squared error is:

Z T�Tu�Tm

�=0
Ef(Âp(�)�Ae(�))2gd� = Ak

Tm
(T� Tu � Tm):

In Figs. B.2–B.5, errors for all traffic periods are plotted for a couple of
sample VPCs. The formula given above (with no traffic prediction) is used.
The total errors are plotted as dotted lines. The value has been divided by a
factor to enable all curves to be plotted in one diagram (for absolute errors
it is divided by 25 and for squared errors it is divided by 15). We can see
that one could select the Tm which minimizes the squared errors since the
minimum for the absolute errors is flat. Furthermore, the increase in the error
when having a Tm other than T opt

m is larger when a particular T opt
m is smaller.

The reason for this is that these VPCs have bigger shifts in the traffic (giving
larger errors), which results in smaller choices of T opt

m to quickly cope with
the change in the traffic.

For quick changes of traffic demand it is possible to compute a T opt
m by

differentiating the formula for the squared error with respect to Tm and solv-
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Figure B.4: Errors for quick traffic
changes, having MI traffic
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Figure B.5: Errors for quick traffic
changes, having MI traffic

ing for a positive, real value root [4]. By derivating the presented errors we
finally get:

T opt
m (k; o; d) =

p
3(AkT��Tu)

j�j
It should be noted that T opt

m (k; o; d) can become bigger than T when there is
only a small change in the traffic. If that is the case, one could ignore the
value or simply set it to T because it will affect the result as done in [4]. The
T opt
m for the whole network is given by weighting T opt

m (k; o; d)s with respect
to their squared errors. Although the errors depend on the Tm one can use
individual T opt

m (k; o; d)s for the calculation of the error. The setting of Tu can
be made by iterating the calculation since we want to have Tu = T opt

m anyway.
The resulting T opt

m for a test network is about 1.6 (as seen in Fig. B.3) and
when using the method in [4] we get the same result. Using traffic prediction
will give a different T opt

m .
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B.2. SLOW TRAFFIC CHANGES

B.2 Slow Traffic Changes

This model is restricted by Tm + Tu < Ts and Ts + Tm + Tu < T. The mean
squared error can be calculated by dividing the integration (over a certain
traffic shift, k) in six parts (see Fig. B.6):

kA

Tu Tm Tu Tm

k-1A

Tu

Ts

21 3 4 5 6

T

Figure B.6: The selected parts for integration, having slow traffic changes

1) When Âp(�) = Ak�1; and A
e(�) = 1

Tu
((Tu � �)Ak�1 + �(Ak�1 +

��
2Ts

)):

Z Tu

�=0
Ef(Âp(�)�Ae(�))2gd� = �2Tu

3

20Ts
2 +

Ak�1Tu
Tm

:

2) When Âp(�) = 1
Tm
((Tm � �)Ak�1 + �(Ak�1 +

��
2Ts

));

and Ae(�) = Ak�1 +
�
Ts
(� + Tu

2 ):Z Tm

�=0
Ef(Âp(�)�Ae(�))2gd� =

1

60Ts
2

�
60Ak�1Ts

2 + 10TmTs�+�2(20Tm
2Tu + 8Tm

3 + 15TmTu
2)
�

3) When Âp(�) = Ak�1 +
�
Ts
(� + Tm

2 ); and A
e(�) = Ak�1 +

�
Ts
(� + Tu

2 + Tm):

Z Ts�Tm�Tu

�=0
Ef(Âp(�)�Ae(�))2gd� = 1

4TmTs
2 (4Ak�1(Ts

3 � TmTs
2 � Ts

2Tu)+

2�(�2Ts2Tu � TmTs
2 + Ts

3 + TmTsTu + TsTu
2)+
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�2(�3Tm2Tu
2 � 3Tm

3Tu + TsTmTu
2 + Tm

3Ts � TmTu
3 + 2TsTm

2Tu � Tm
4)):

4) When Âp(�) = Ak� �
Ts
(�+ Tu

2 ); andA
e(�) = 1

Tu
((Tu��)Ak�1+�(Ak� ��

2Ts
)):

Z Tu

�=0
Ef(Âp(�)�Ae(�))2gd� = 1

60TmTs
2

h
60Ak�1TuTs

2+

�(60TuTs
2 � 30(TuTmTs + Tu

2Ts)) + �2(20Tm
2Tu

2 + 8Tu
3Tm + 15TuTm

3)
i
:

5) When Âp(�) = 1
Tm
((Tm � �)Ak�1 + �(Ak � ��

2Ts
)); and Ae(�) = Ak:

Z Tm

�=0
Ef(Âp(�)�Ae(�))2gd� =

h
60T 2

s Ak�1 + 3�2T 3
m +�(60Ts

2 � 10TmTs)
i

60T 2
s

:

6) Finally, when Âp(�) = Ae(�) = Ak:
Z T�Ts�Tu

�=0
Ef(Âp(�)�Ae(�))2gd� = Ak

Tm
(T� Ts � Tu):

Figures B.7 and B.8 are similar to Figs. B.2–B.5, and they show errors for
all traffic periods for a couple of sample VPCs.

It is possible to differentiate the formula for the squared error with respect
to Tm and to solve for a positive, real value root. In this case, we get a fourth
grade equation. This equation has a small negative value for small Tm and
increases for larger Tms. The root can thereby be found by searching. A study
of the T opt

m found this way, gives 2.1 instead of the correct result of 2.2 (see
Fig. B.8). This depends on the restrictions in the model. When having a large
T opt
m (k; o; d) the updating interval is set to the minimum of (T - Ts)/2 and

Ts/2. For our test traffic with slow traffic changes we get K1 = 1:2; K2 = 0:2,
and K3 = 2:35 as described in appendix A.
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B.2. SLOW TRAFFIC CHANGES
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Figure B.7: Errors for slow traffic changes, having HI traffic
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Figure B.8: Errors for slow traffic changes, having HI traffic
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Appendix C

Test Networks

The test networks have been made with a program that generates net-
works with N nodes. Connection holding times are assumed negative expo-
nentially distributed with a mean holding time of one time unit. User traffic
demands are fully characterized by a sequence of known end-to-end traffic
demand matrices A(k) (of size N � N ), where ao;d(k) denotes the traffic from
o to d at time k; (k = 1; :::;M) (see Fig. C.1). The time index M indicates in-
tervals such as hour, day of week, or day of year. For slow traffic changes
the traffic intensity is changed ten times from ao;d(k� 1) to ao;d(k) during ten
t.u.s. The traffic is then held steady during twenty t.u.s. These time instances
tj for changing the traffic are varied according to a normal distribution with
a coefficient of variation set to 0.1. The calculation of tj0 is done with the
algorithm by Box and Muller (1958):

tj
0 =

q
�2ln(U1) � sin(2�U2);

where U1 and U2 are uniform distributions on [0,1]. These are also scaled so
that the total time for ten traffic changes is 10�T.

For each origin-destination pair an offered traffic was assigned to give 1%
expected loss for a given transmission capacity. This basic traffic was modi-
fied to yield M different load situations by the use of “busy centre” (Fig. C.2).
Traffic between busy centre nodes were increased randomly between 20%
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and 60%. Traffic between nodes outside the busy region were decreased ran-
domly between 20% and 60%, and the traffic between a busy centre node and
a node outside the centre was modified randomly between -20% and +20%.
After the modification the traffic were re-normalized to give the same total
amount of offered traffic as before. The network load is then defined as the
fraction of this total basic traffic. The resulting greatest increase is � 90% and
greatest decrease � 55%. With N = 10, the total traffic offered to the network
at any time is typically about 6500 Erlangs for a network load of 1.0. We also
consider a case of more moderate imbalances with limits 10% and 30% (in-
stead of 20% and 60%). The resulting greatest increase is then � 40% and
greatest decrease � 25%.
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Figure C.1: A sample traffic
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Figure C.2: A sample network with ten nodes

Figure C.3: A sample network with fifty nodes
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Appendix D

An Example of Path Finding

Here, an example is presented of how the paths are selected by the satu-
ration routing by sending PTH messages. Having the nodes as illustrated in
Fig. D.1, the following steps are taken to get the paths from node 1 to node 9:

1. Node 1 sends messages on all links with destination node 9.

2. Node 9 sends the following acknowledgements:
ACK1: 1-2-5-9, ACK2: 1-3-5-9, ACK3: 1-2-5-7-9, ACK4: 1-3-5-7-9

3. Node 1 orders the received paths by a selection criterion. Based on the
selection criteria, the paths received are ordered in the routing table as
indicated in Table D.1.
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Table D.1: Results from selecting paths.

Shortest Link disjoint Node disjoint
1-2-5-9 1-2-5-9 1-2-5-9
1-3-5-9 1-3-5-7-9 -
1-2-5-7-9 - -
1-3-5-7-9 - -

1

3

2

5

7

9

Figure D.1: An example network
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Appendix E

An Example of Fair Share
Allocation

Here is an example of fair share allocation by using so-called max -min
iterations [41]. In this example, no multiplexing effect is taken into account.
Figure E.1 illustrates a network where the switches are denoted SW. The
capacity on all links is 150 capacity units, and we have four VPCs. The fair
share on the three links, after the first phase could be as follows:

L 1) V PC1 = 50, V PC2 = 50, V PC3 = 50.

L 2) V PC2 = 100, V PC4 = 50.

L 3) V PC4 = 150.

The following reallocation attempts to give the unused capacity to the
VPCs that are able to use it. V PC2 is allowed 50 c.u.s on link 1, therefore the
new fair share on link 2 is: V PC2 = 50, V PC4 = 100. V PC4 is allowed 100
c.u.s on link 2 therefore only 100 c.u.s will be allocated on link 3.
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Figure E.1: An example of a fair share allocation
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